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Baptist

churches,

come into” the world

15, 1880.

that

“sinners

infants

in. the

hands of an angry God,” needing baptism
or election, or an atonement, should they
die, to save them from endless wrath.

_ UNBELIEF.

Many sinfants die unbaptized.
Other.
| than elect infints” fall asleep never

. There is no unhslief:

in the

and it

he is lovked upon, and deservedly so,ds a

thief; if he puts his hand as a public man |

into the treasury of the country, and with-

sky,

“ Be patient, heart! Light breaketh by and by,”
Trusts the Most High.
Whoever sets, ‘neath winter's field of snow,
The silent harvest of the future grow,
God’s power must know.

well Jook with earnestness to their minisWhoever lies down in his couch to sleep, We “I'ters for a clear, positive, egritistent expoContent to lock each sense in slumber deep,
sition of the Scriptupbs on this” point.
Knows God will keep.
.| Sabbath-school teachers, also, the whole
Whoever says," To-morrow,” “The Unknown,”
‘The Future,” trusts that Power alone
He dared disown,
The heart that looks on when the eyelids close,
And dares to live when life has only woes,
God's comfort knows.

public opinion is laid upon their recreant
backs by the virtue and honesty of the
country. What would be thought ofa man
in private life, who, knowing that another
congregation of the Lord’s house, need had taken life, or injured his neighbor,
enlightenment here from ‘one
better or swindled a friend; or done any other
-| versed than they in the knowledge of wrong action, would go to him and say,
God's word.
.** You give me money and I'll_get you off
But this subject is interwoven with free and the hand of justice shall not
another, viz.; what is sin? That ques- touch you”? You would say he was as
tion, too,

There is no unbelief:
And day by day, and night unconsciously,
The heart lives by that faith the lips deny;

God knoweth why.
—Standard of the Crow.
°>

QANDIDATES FOR THE MIN ISTRY,
BY

PROF. J. “A.
A.

HOWE,

themselves to life.”

before

the work of the Holy Spirit,—in & “word,
the whole redemptive plan, its Author,
its agents, its subjects and its final out,
come.
Thus, though great truths of the Seript-

ures stand out clearly on the sacred pages

‘they are yet so bound up together an
understanding of ope is thé understanding of all, and error in ope is error in all.

inclined,

pardon- is

plain

of re-

touches on one side the incarnation, on
another, the atonement and on another,

--« therefore, to overlook the connection of
-. truth with truth.
For instance, that pen-

itence gues

nature

generation ; the doctrine of regeneration

pages.
These truths naturally catch. the
eye and fashion the thought of .the mere

is

without

Depravity forces on

the attention the need and

the books of the Bible, but certain other
'. qualificationsas well, may reasonably be
asked.
Separate truths of God, like
mountain peaks against the face of the
sky, stand out clearly on the sacred
He

answered

and wholly inclined to all evil,” as
unable to repent ‘‘as the dead to restore

D. D.

11.
Of young men, standing in a council of
eldersto be examined for ordination to
the ministry, mot oaly some good acquaintavee with the origin and claims of

reader ‘of the Word.

cannotbe

meeting the doctrine of free agency.
Discussing free agency, one is soon entangled in the net of total depravity; for,
it may be, that such is the corruption of the
free agent that he is ** utterly indisposed,
disabled, and "made oppositeto all good

An exception to this remark may
be
made; if fstrue, in Tavor of those who are
too halt in mind to follow sequences. Such

to

.every oue who reads the parable of the

persons may be both heterpdox and. orthodox at once, may be bitten by the viper
timent, ** A broken and a contrite heart,- of error and.not swell and fall down dead
oh ‘God, thou wilt not despise.” Natur- suddenly, as a consequence. But though
ally theretore, we take up the idea that, they themselves shonld be thus inarvel_in the divine . government,
penitence -ously preserved from harm, others; imalone is the ground of pardon. This, bibing error from their lips, may not

*-

Prodigal Son.
Passages, also, can be’
cited in abundance that breathe the sen-

however, is not Scriptural doctrine. * Pen-

itence is a pestequisfle to pardon, not the
Then,

aguin, phere
4
is. a

certain passages that seem liane as
the day.
We
are told that Christ
+ tasted death for every man.” No text
of the Bible apparently has less need ° to
gather around it other texts declaring the
same senument.

Besides, who can

escape its natural consequences.

Con-

gregations and churches instructed by
those doctrinally unsound become unable
+to-give=reasons for their faith. Error
maybe slow in germinating, in some
hearts may never germinate; but 1t is
never safe to. plant it. © The truth of
Christ is the health of the world. To know

his
doctrine is the conatant need of the
church.

have

Hence

God

has

given

to her

the ministry, and told her to seek the

| at its lips.

ment Scotch Pregbyteriuns exclude holy
men trodr the ministry, and Old * School
Calvinist; thé world over, regard them

for the ministry the necessary qualitica-

as deploraubly unsound.
Again, many times we

are

taught

it

to herself to requireof youthful candidates

tions for teaching

the

law.

such candidates owe it to

in

Therefore

themselves,

to

the church and to him who calis them

to

preach,

the New Testament thut Christ * bore
(Our singin his own body on thé tree,”
that he was ** a-propitiation for our sins,”

diligently to

study

Christian

theology before asking to be set apart as
preachers of Christ's truth. ~ Wisdom _is

thut ‘* by his stxipes we are healed.” Sa-. justifed oF het children.
0+
cred aud glorivus truth! * They are literal
‘* Metaphors,” |
words,” says ong school.
OOUSIN THOUGHTFUL'S SERMON
God needed no literal
¢ ories another.
E ITES,
© propitiation ; for he

so loved the

world

© a8 10 give his Sona ransom for-it.

The

BY

Cross vxpresses the wonderful yearning

Barfaking

criminal.

But let that same

the right side of the case and

for Justice,

but the-fee.. .r.
«
Here is a man,your neighbor. He meets
your boy some day,engazesi in conversa jon
with him, and by and by pulis a bottle of
lignid out of hiy pocket and asks him if he
will not have some, it is real nice. The
boy takes it; the sharp taste gives him a
pleasing sensation and he takes more. This

of the &soft sadness of the

fulness and wakes from a stupid sleep
a dead feeling of pai:
But thé man is
and next day offers him more. Svon
he introduces him to other boys of his

together they

use

this liquid, they are

infatuated with it, and become

under

so much

its power that tfey lose health,

purity and respect.
weeks

with
kind
after
age,

he brings

At the end of several
your bogRhome to

you

would horsewhip the scamp till he could

not
put
the
this

stand. But just let him get an office,
out a sign and get a little paper from
authorities, and he can go on doing
very thing to your boys and all other

ble-results?

No, notin

the

least.

But

now the man has risen from the low
plane of dastard villany to the respectuble

level of ‘‘‘Licensed Victualer,” ** Ho-

tel Keeper,” ** Suloonist;”. laws are made
for his protection, and the hat mu.t' be

respectfully raised as he passes.

He does

itnow'as a business! The public take
hie under a delightful and: pleasant
patronage.
Here is a man who wishes

law, offer free.purdon to sinners “without |

some
signal exhibidon of his regard
for Kis law and of his feelings towards

sin.

Hence Chiist died.

The liternlists cowe pext:
Christ
literally propitiated God; literally paid

no means a pleasing one.

turb

him

with questions,

of his

was by

I did ‘not disand when his

thought had run its round he broke out in
| burried, rapid uuerances as follows:

what ought

less ip telling what the Israelites did or

did not do.
thers

be as

careful in training

stoners. He

died only fur elect, hence

all the elect will be saved;” or ‘he
i all; + hence all will be saved EPR

died

The ned apd navore of the "atonement
* are trurhs-of interest alike to saint and
[

sinner, vuncérning whieh it is of. great
importanye that the’ mivister-should nave
« Olear and intolligeut ideas. That these
are difficuit themes to handle, lot the un-

Tike

explanations of them by biblical

students give

confident youvg
‘@argeruess

Lo

proof.

men,

What then!

borne

Serve ‘the

Shatl

on ‘vy

Lord,

an

turow

aside the sluw ‘methods of study and
hasten to" preach, to-day, perhaps the

Its income
all_is

will’ be scant

promptly

paid.

needs buildings for the accommodation of

and social success. M ore light—we are
dying from very ignorance.
What is the remedy? More patriotism.

the students'and a
and class rooms.

faithful hearts and hands bore’ the burdens

a work.

ized department fer women this year, for lack.
of fundsy I am happy to say: .that considerable’

|

.

4

their arrangements during this month for
the collection of tunds for the Benevolent

The nation compels her citizens to arms to
save the country. But greater far are the

Societies, in the ensuing year. The cards

interests at stake at the election booths
the nation, and
the citizens
should

have been found so convenient an
ful, that no argument in their behalf is

have been so

of
be

morality.

To them I muss nail my “colors

and for them do my feeble battle.
Consin Thoughtul ended his sermon| ette and went his

way,

I

walked

to

generally,

igen

DOW necessary,
but it may not be

amiss

to urge upon all our pastors ‘% prompt.

suffrage must be cut off, or the respectable
end must come to the polls.
The latter is

the better course probably, and certainly
the only feasible one.
More light and patriotism.
No difference in standards of public and private

from’ the si¥er depths
cloud that drifted acrogs

exact

image

of

and
the

itself in

each

as seems best in each locality, and pushed

on resolutely and discreetly. "The Card
‘Method is a system, but has no power to
work itself. Therecmust bé a fore behind it, or it will fall, helpless, and ‘useless. This the-pastor must, usually, furnish

the

gave

yielding

‘waters, And I said Cousin Thoughtful.
is right. - And as each tree and shining
star and white mist-cloud gives back an
inlage of itself fromeerystal lake, So- -6ught
‘every virtue and beauty of private life to be
reflected from the body of our public life.
BH

fe.

ar

as the bulk
change.
| The burglar
to'break open
he is put away
a

who can, with a little

Sa

MISSIONN WORK.
oonpUCTED BY REY. (GQ. 0. WATERMAN.

sue. We most earnestly. hope that no
reader of the Star failed to carefully oon’
sider what he said in that article, or

will

fail t6.read and thoughtfully meditate. upon his article in this paper, and whatever
he may hereafter say upon the subject.

help, a

haps

without it, do successfully much of the
necessary work and be the better for it.
HELP ALL AROUND.

¢

‘white

azure

of

sterling work in the line of training women for
teachers has been done. My: sister from Dantoon has had the charge of this work, and we:
hope another year may see it permanently es-

tablished.
~

Many

of the

readers

of the

Star

will

re

collect that the education of both men fad |
“women for Christian service: has been from the
beginning a recognized feature of our Bible:
School. I heartily hope that this plan will be
faithfully carried out, and that derangement ordeficit in the matter of funds may never defeats.

and vigorous cifeulation of thera: through '
it.
the church and congregation. .Let the
The illness off dear Miss Craw ford has caused?
matter be taken well iu hand in-such way us much anxiety this month. Dr. Bacheler hus «

the

‘rich profusion.
In the lake’s . unruffled
bosom were mirrored the delicately limbed
outiine of tree and shrub and jutting rock;
the moon 51 the stars likewise gleamed

divis-

jon have passed the examinations and will eon~
stitute our junior class of the next-session.

done, thus far, in the dilapidated’ remains’

—
sitio
Our friends will, probably, be making

banners

compelled to protect them, if they will not

to their stud-

building for lecture| My-illness occasioned a ‘serious break in this
Its Work has beet | year's work, but during my absence in the hills

gleatis ‘port the frontiers.» Cannon sound.

Why nok? , An army.with

return

~

of an old government building, used “by | -this “school. Had it nof been for those few
turns ' for sepoys’ quarters, small-pox weeks in the bracing atmos ere of Darjiling, ;. .
I fear it vould have been q
nipossible for
Bp
ele) Srphunage. &e. One of the me to carry on afid complete the work of this _
fruits of the first year’s work in the Biblé’ session. . The prayers of ‘beloved friends here
School is| found in the Pgrry Sabbath and at home were heard inh my behalf, and
school, in which the average attendance strength was given me for my labors. Anothis one hundred and fifty, and in which a er year, I am hoping if practicable to divide
the session of seven months into two parts,
very remarkable and gratifying improve- 4 putting a month’s rest into the middle -of it.
‘ment has been, made during the year. By rest I mean change of place'and work, such
Every donor to the Bible School has rea- as Contai, Dititoon, Silda or Tumlook would
son to rejoice and thank God for the priv- give me for a month.
Though there ‘has not been a regularly organilege of lending a -helping hand iin so good

while the best interests of the country are
sold to the worst elements of the State.
More patriotism.
If no other thing will
bring it about, I shall favor compulsory suffrage..

is possible that both may

ies: Seven of the eight inthe entrance

It

children for moral success,as for business

It is tq be hoped that in making
scriptions upon the

cards

for

sub-

the - next

year, our friends will not slight either. of
“the causes represented.

Do no less for

any one than you did last year, but do
not omit either. All need help, and the
proportion designated isi as good as any
that can be made. Let us, brethren, fill
up all the columns jn the table of receipts ;
give each society a warm place in our
hearts and a generous support, for God is
greatly blessing their work and will increase his blessing if we enable them to
increase the work.
~.
(}

visited her once and Miss Hooper has been.
spending: several days ingaiding her. 1 am start-ing for- Jellasore "this evening, and hope tor
reach there on Saturday. Our dear sister—has
had not a few serious trials of late, which have
worn heavily on her, and proved too great a
tax on her strength. Many friends at home will
pray for Sister Crawford's recovery.
She. has
a wonderfully:elastic constitution and I vonfi- >

dently expect {osee her flying around among
‘her brood of girls when I reach Paton, day af
er

to-morrow.

I dontknowswhen Mis Ci.ever-

expects to take time to die, nor do T quite see’
how she is to get into heaven’ unless she does
give up the ghost on earth. Long may she stay
with us.

L._Dantoon,
the 30th. Our party reached here:~
last evening, and to-day I go on to Jellasore..
The English speaking babus called. at the mise:
sion bungalow this morning and eriquired eagerly when a missionary was coming to take:
up this
atgfion. One of the features of my

dear fathér’s work here: was an English
class for these babus

on

Sabbath

m

Whoever comesto occupy Dantoon will find
this branch of werk interesting and, may’we
not hope, profitable as well? How we do need
aman here! This great bazaar, full a mile
long; these large villages and numerous mar

h

kets on every side, and the multitudes of poorpilgrims pressing their way with sore feet and
high hope to the great shrine of Orissa,all put
in a strong claim for a good, true, strong
‘at Dantoon.'

Items.

Bible
‘mings.

man

The rain has held on wonderfully this year

Tax Rev. DR. Jessup,

in the

‘Moham-

and the natives say that it is to continue till the"

medan Missionary Problem,” gives the fol-

end of their month Kartik, i.e.,till the middle of

lowing features In the faith of the Mohamwedans, which render their religion favor-

able to the fature acceptance of Christianity, and the providential facts that tend

this’ direction :

1.

They

jo

believe) in

November.

I hope

their

calculations

are

wrong, for we have had enough already for the:
crops and mors will do actual damage.
1 moticed along the roud yesterday thatthe" farm-ers were letting off the water from the rice:

aumbers imterosted No one knows better than he all the faces unity gf God. . 2. They reverence fie” a elds. Lhe. fields, I was going to say the sed:
of rice, on both. sides of the great rond a
.| involved in the mater, andpo one is bet- | and New Testament Scriptures. 8. They looking very fine indeed; and we shall ‘have.
A
Pa
uses
1
his. jimmy and tools FpH qualified to give advice as to what reverence: Christ as the greatest of all the a full barvest a few weeks' hence. Would
4.: "They re- that the spiritual harvest was as promising,
ugal W be done for the young men pre- prophets before Muhammed.
a bank. 1f we catch him
in y safe place. Suppose d paring for the winisiry, "and, probably, spect Christians. and Jews ag ¢ the people I bear of earnest inquiries in several’ villages, -

and

mab sets up a factory

in

the village;

uo'ohs is betrer able to Judge what. our
denomination

ean

doit

it chouses

to—

‘purposes to make burglars’ tools and sell
PRIVATE MORALITY, AND PUBLIC.
that is, if the men und women who conthe debt vf vbedivnce aud of punishnient| Morality should-be one and indivisible them to the craft: is his calling moral and stitute the denomination choose. Coun-

for

‘endowment.
“enclgh when

|

drawing to a close.
closes this afternoon’
and already some of the

in a way to be of great advantage to the students are walking. homeward. There haye
students:
been ‘eighteen young men in the school this
The school needs the constant presence -year, of whom fifteen present themselves for
and] power of the Holy Spirit to sanctify the tinal examination this week, A report, of
this year’s work wil be issued soon, so I need:
its work. It ought to be-remembered in say but little now. There have been six stu
the prayers of American Christians. It dents in the juniof class, eight im the entranee| needs the pr mpt payment of the interest class and four below them in the preparatory
accruing on unpaid subscriptions for its class. Two of the juniors dropped out, but it

I wish that fathers and mo-

would

WHAT “5. F." 18 DOING. |
to.live by his wits. so he pursues the
gambler’s calling and victimizes * green
Under ** Defiotnigational News” ¢ ‘J.
uns.” We say, * The villain—put him F2 wold ug, last wéek what he thought ol
behind the bars.” But if a number get doing, and ‘what'he wouid do in this" iscard” game and call it a lottery, the State
incorporates it, the passive goodness of
the country endorses, and even churches

Aneitum,,

When Le came, there were

no Christians; when he left, there’ were
no heathens”. —Bapt. Miss, May,
;

and

in-that condition, How would you" look window and gazed upon mountain, plain
or call into activity,
The latter is the
upon the action of your neighbor with re- ‘and lake bathed in the-8oft moonlight: The
| better way whenever it can be done.
In
gaurd to your boy? You would denounce" heavens were blue and quivering with
most churches somebody can ‘be found
it,.and ifthe law gave you no relief, you their lesser’ and greater lights sown in

"love of Gud for siniprs. Christ crucified day's .sad hour, twilight, my cousin
is figuratively a sacrifice.” - This, ' by ‘walked slowly into the room, "and replysome teachors—by others this: * God ing nothing to my kindly salutation sat. maké lesser imitations of it and play at
did not need to have his wrath ‘appeased absorbed in meditation, I saw that some fairs and festivals, The morality changes
by a propitiatory oftering it' is true, but few idea “had taken possession
he could not, consistently with moral [eid aiid that the point of view

timeto instruct the pews on

to be done to-day by us,and spend.a litle

time he is scizéd with dizziness and torgets voluntarilydo so. Either the tag-end of’

together and concoct & natiodal ‘+ Three

PROF.O. E. FOSTER.

teaching
as to what is needed‘in . conduct,
and & little less wasted in exhibition apd.
concert. I wish the pulpit would take

conducted with excellent judgment,

man go though a course of study,and then When rogues and rakes are clothed with
set up an office gnd put out his sign, John honor and power, 1t is most frequently
Jones, Barrister, and he may offer his when the honest men are away from the
services each hour in the day to help polls, so busy sowing a field that they can.
criminals cheat the ends of justice, and do nothing to.save the country. In New
you dub him a professivnal gentleman “York at the last election but one 100,000 vot.and elect him to your legislature and give ers staid at home. Were they the unstable,
him your honors. . Does the fact that he dishonest, office-seeking, franchise-selling
pursues cheating-justice fora living take voters? Not at” all. “The opposite: eleoff the wrong of the operation? Nor will ment was at home—they. had no interest .
it help matters to say that he balances in it. They don’t sell their votes, expect
the sheet by working pat of ‘the time for sops, seek offices, and so stay at home

|boys whom he can gather together. Has
law |
the act changed in iis basene:s and terri-

any wish to escape the force of so gracious a truth ? yet for holding that senti-

Therefore the church owes

bad as the

mission - church’ in

South Seis:

So, my, friend, 1 might go on quoting frfrom | of the Sacred Soriptitres is| aimed at, asq'
As Civils is the day iset apart for the celthe book of experience and actuality illus- the motive power and the inspiration” of
tration. ‘after illustration of this sad fact all true Christian effort. The school is to ebration of the birth of Christ, and as ‘ love
always wants to give something” and- to give
that between our private and public moral | .be open to. both sexes, though the depart-. that which will most please the receiver,and
standards there .is a great gulf fixed, ment for 'women has not been fully organ- as it is customaryto give presents to the friends.
which’ differs only from the chasm of ized. Twenty-one young men, most of whose birthday ‘we celebrate, and- believing:
Dives, in that it can be so easily crossed whom had received some training in other that nothing¥wenld please Christ any more:
by humanity. And so our whole public schools, were admitted to this school dur- than for his friends to: give money for the con~
version of the heathen, therefore ,we suggest
life is sinking, and to-day lies infinitely ing its first term. Small stipends were and request that of dl) the Christus trees in:
paid
£0
these
students,
so
that
by
industry
below our private life. And as it sinks, it
the churches and families there be .a mission
draws down the private standard and our and economy they could get along with- box placed and the people invited to give. Trees
life grows more corrupt in both its parts. out incurring debt for the expenses of . might be gotten up for this purpose, each oneD
estruction stares us surely in the face their education. One object will be to desiring putting on a mission box of'his own.
unless we turn. The same crisis came in forward the movement for freeing the We do not believe in the average church festinative” church from dependence upon val to raise money for church purposes, but
Greece and Rome, was not met,and Greece
we do believe in Christ's friends making him.
and Rome passed from the gallery of foreign, cash and subjection to. foreign présents on Christmasday.
nations to the tomb of defunct civilizations. control. The young men are taught that
Hoping the churches will remember and act
What is the remedy? Light, more light. they must look to the Jeoe and not to on these suggestions, we remain very respect
fully,
If to-day wickedness is exalted in high
Tih
A. LAYMAN.
The
students
have
had
some
practical
places, and a corruption ‘is tolerated in
ee
QA pe
public life which would be frowned down training in actual work, under supervisINDIA LETTER.
in private conduct, it is so because good ion, for which the conditionsof society in|
:
MIDNAPORE, Oct 28,1880. India
furnish
ample
opportunities.
-This
men, Christian men, aliow it to be so. I
one’ of the very busiest days of the year is
wish morality could be a little more part of the's¢hool work seems to have been
The Bible School session.

out giving value in return takes what he
is not entitled to, he i$ rather looked. nphere to awake.
on as clever, and his stealing
is called
An atonement,* designed , oily for a
** appropriation or ¢‘ transaction,” and
fixed class chosen without regard to age he: goes almost scot free of public conor foreseen character, of course shuts ont demnation.’ ‘Men go
to Congress or
of its gracious benefits all, adults or in- Senate ¢¢ poor. as Job's: tarkey,” and: in
fants, alive or dead, not of that class. two or five years come back with respect- taught'in our schools, and mathematics,
Therefore, fathers and mothers, bereft or able fortunes. Have they earned it? No, if need be, a little less. I wish Sabbathliable to be bereft of their children, may they have stolen it; buf no strong lash of schools Gould be run in the line of careful

‘Whoever plants the seed beneath the sod,
And waits to see it push awny the.clod,
Trusts he in God.
‘Whoever says, when clouds are

lower and looser than our priyate,

should, -if different at all, be infinitely
higher and stricter. If a man puts his
hand in my pocket and steals my money,

candidates for missionary workin Bengal
and Orissa. The chief text-book is the
Bible, and a thorough heart-knowledge

family ?"~

-

the “little

Ed

TSUKI

Its object-isto train

ube Lorian

to preach, never having investigated the the good strong word immorality and hurl
Christian doctrine of the atonement? Not: it at him, and not allow him to dodge the
Proewill Baptist Printing Establishment, if the churchy not if the elders who rep- blow. But the deeper trouble is that we are
raipdy developing" two kinds of morality,
: resent her do their duty.
'
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher;
Then again, while critics ‘are every- one for the man in private life and the ther
To whom all letters on business, remittances: of
where tearing leaf after leaf out: of the
. money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
Aa All communications designed for publication sacred volume, and science ‘openly foing |
fhouid ve 3daressed to Edito: Enehe Morning Star,
the ranks of materialism "and fights were » tightened about the publi ¢ man, and.
ver, N. H.
against belief in immortality,
against a higher action demanded from him ‘than
© Terms 1—$3.00 per year, if paid strictly
belief in a soul and even in the existence from one in private circles. This would
én adeoance;
$3.20 if paid
within
the
Biit the
of God himself, reverent
and
devout be an error on the side of right.
first thirty
days, and 8 50 if not.
|
sadness
arises
from
the
fact
that
our
Christians are teaching, with the authority-of the Catholic, Episcopal, Lutheran, public standard of morals is “infinitely
3

ow

successful working.

renders it-quite a different gommodity, or
do we think that the house of society need
not be kept so clean as the house of the

api

fa

Cobol
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not belong tv him, plays with another’s
reputation or character, we-should pick up

3 Seu RATE

THE
3

2

narrowest Calvinism, to-morrow, the
“broadest Universalism? Shall he begin
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in an enlightened and Christian country. honest ? » Yet we mike no outcry against sul frown such a source ought “to receive
‘Morality shouid ‘never be robbed of. its -the brewers and distillers, even though | most earnest awd considerate attention.
‘they supply ‘the ingtrumantalities of ruin
Jrue.and fall meaning, It siguifies more
Of the importance of the subject itself,
| than personal piety, it appliés toall.eonduct to the drink shops we deplure.,
nothing need be said bere, tor that wiil
If
there
be
a
private
father
of
a
family
which is based un the moral faculty. A disappear
in the articles'to which we wish
honest man is immoral,80 is a ligr, a de- ‘who would set up a brothel in his own. Ww call attention, and wé bespeak for them
ceiver; a hypoerite. Bat yousee we have home he would earn the honest maledic- a thorough avd, Hem reading from
restricted morality maiuly to the idea of tions of every pine hundred and ninety’ all uur inends.
:
»
personal purity,and so these other sins go nine men in a-thousand. But elect what
p THE MIDNAPORE BIBLE SCHODL.
without4 term strong enough to condemn man to public office, make him un auldgrthem,and slip through the fingers of public man of a city and give him policemen to} < : Qur readers have been’ tully informed
opinion as trivial faults.
W hén we’ say execute his will, and he allows brothels | of the founding aud vpening 01 the Bible
that a man is . immoral it should: mean tw beerected and run on every Street. Sctvol tor waaen Dr. Philips labored so
mory thao it dues, "And when a man em- ‘Has his eunscignes undergone’d’ weta- varnesily durtoghia visit tu this counury,
bezzles funds, spoculaies on: what does morphosis in the act of election which and Dave already learaét-sumething of ity

«of a book.” 5. They hate idols and idola
‘try. 6. They revérence law. 7. ‘They
totally abstain from “intoxicuting drinks.

8.

They believe in the’ iééd of a religion,

‘| and in the certainty of future, retribution.

9. = They beligve ian. ablolute surrender
to the decree and will of God. 10. Ther
is a growing influence of Christian nations
in Mohammedan countries.
11. The Mo-hammedan religion is completely encir-

cled by Anglo-Saxon, Christian, political,
‘and civil power.

12.

They

believe

that

| Protestant Christianity is the purest form
of faith in the world, the. nearest in doc:
| vrine and worship to their.own. 18. They
repose more confidence in American missionaries than . Jormerly.— Gospel in all
Lands.
“A SHORT BioGRAPRY is the, one

over

he Temaius of Rev. Joh

found

Geddis

in,

in’ this vicinity, | and shall hope to visit them
soon. The fear of the zemindar is now, it seems
to me, the chief hindrance to a profession of’

Christianity jon:
; thefpars ‘of maay

-

natives of

India.
Our Yearly Meeting opens is eight- Quy session at ‘Sdntipore on the 14th prox. The
i éhurch there Las invited Bro. Kamal Naika,
‘of Bulusore, to assist them
in some spe Sigh

services for a fortuight or so before the XY, M

begins, and I bope he ir there 1o-duy. The. .
Balasore church bas béen holding
revival

meetings

this month, with

good

sudcess, and

that at Miduapore wan just beginning house“sto-house work when we came away. All our

churches

need

these special

services

and

:

I

wish each church might AITpEgE for them eve
ery year. We should vote for something

more (hun x * three days we

Hog? bowevkr,

Surely, a tull week, and in some places

a forte

night can "be deve.ed with great profit to.
thes: wpéoinl - servivds tor’ the “tdification of bo
fain He cunversi
«
on of shunery J ba on

a
.

i

ig

i»
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(For Questions see Lowen. Papers. -

THE FIRST CHRISTMAS.
DAILY READINGS.
Christ beforethe advent. John 1:1—14.

ry

T.

Christ a babe..

WwW.
TT.
¥.

id

1

lL AGL

M.

A

s.

Jan,
Jan.

13

H

hd
.

Feb.

th

14-21,

ns

¢

sia

-

Mar.

Mar.
Mar.

.

RE
AN

John.

Luke

iv.

Luke

v.

“¢ The angel of the Lord.”

June 12.—The

Walk

to

Emmaus.

33—46.

Luke

xxiv.

Tis.
June

19.—Review of the Quarter’s Lessons.

THIRD

QUARTER.

Aug.

An angel;

Aug.

to
of

14.—The Red Sea. Ex. xiy. 19-27,
21~—The Manna. Ex, xvi.1-8.

. Aug.

28.—The Commandments.

Sept.

4.—The Commandments.

:

afraid.»

A

sense

of

Compare the feel-

ings

3:

of “Moses

(Ex.

6),

of

20, 21), of Peter and James and John

A. sense

| siR..ofuncleanness, is beneath it.

.well
me?

Oct: 30.—Nadab

Lev. X.1-11.

Noy.

6.—The

16—30.

dnd Abihu.

Day

of Atonement.

Ley,

:

;

xvi.

Nov.

on

Nog.

of,

20.—The Year of Jubilee.

Dec.

4.—Balaam.

Dec.

11.—Last

Dec.

Moses.

.

18.—Review

Deut.

A As

back

birth of Christ is
with reason.
For

to his advent-we

modern

civilization,

date

the

man character ever

xxxdi.

Tb

to

\

beginning of

been
work
- His
his
from’
prop-

seen,

after

to
of

the
hu-

teaching

every

creature.”’

It was,

indeed,

a

SF
eT
Sa

oN
I

*¢ In the city of

j

David.”. Bethlehem,

1

AO UH

. where David once tended the flocks.
s¢ A Saviour, which is Christ the Lord.”

A TRIOS

A

saviour, then, is a gift to be

welchfned

with great joy. A greater gift was never
given to this world than Jesus of Nazereth.

nected with. the inn, or else connected
with
the house of some peasant. “Dr.

Thompson says that the one room where
> a farmer resides

with his cattle often has

angers, made of stones and mortar in
~4he shapeof a kneading-trough, which,
when cleaned,«* do, vary well tolay little
babes in.”

The early

«Christ was born in a

Christians held that

cave, but our Secrip-

iddnce for the idea.
"tures - give n
Notice in'what a\humble way * the un-

-speakable gift of

“4 multitude
" ‘Heaven

God came to us.

of the heavenly host.”

is stirred with joy;

5 should have been stirred.

the earth

Perhaps

even

.our hearts have not yet felt willing to
" ainite in the angelic praise.
* Glory'to God.” Let honorand praise
:
be asciibed to God, is meant.

«« Jn the highest.” Either * in the high-

est strains,” ar, * in the highest heavens,”
;
high God.”,
- or, ** the most
~
- «¢ Good will toward men.” Or, * peace,

&o., to men of good will?

gowards men.

Ly

_

Let us learn then:

Tre

1. That Christ himself has
to us. Te is our Saviour.

how-

ever, that the organization of churches is
not all-important. Neither does it fol-

and vulgar inselenceat school.

ed to all forms of human society.~ It is

©

* With his little brain and his big pas-

sions,

it was impossible to live with

Him

on fair terms. , It would have been

less

not very clearly

pepe

e

r

were

the

chief offices in the early Christian church-

es. We know little of their special du-ties.
Paul and other apostles went abroad
hi

cruel to have suffered him to die in
baby innocence than to have let-him grow

up 80.

stated: what

establishing and comforting the churches; and they seem to have dealt far less
with forms and organizations than with
the real spiritof charity and truth; which

mre

so

in

its

power

bring

for ‘aggressive

and

[|

All

these

facts,

though

would not, standing

alone,

Other circumstances

of a

more

Christianity,

at

the

fourth commandment be no longer regarded.

Whatever may be said

others, all who

have

or -done

any regard

by

for

‘Christiani(y have no uncertain ground for

better subserve

Again, in first Corinthians 16: 2 Paul

made on the first day of the week,

against

this

statement,

in

the fact that Christianity is designed for
all occasions.
Religion as a life should

certainly occupy the whole time; but religion as an earthly ‘institution "to be
maintained in objective force among men
must have; as we have

said,

its

special

tion as to think that the present

arrange-

ment of one day out of seven is too

or to6 often.

much

:

to mix

or - ashamed

higher

the

samé

effect.

Taken

of

Galatia

with

the observance of the
day.

©

satis<

js

continued in an

unbroken line

day of the resurrection

make

their

0-0

BY HENRY REENOLDS.

It has been the arena on which theological

combatants have been. contending ever
since the first centuries of the Christian
‘era. St Paul was the great theologian of
the New Testament, and theologians ever
since his time have been anxious to claim
his support, and have vigorously debated
the nreaning
of the various doctrinal
passages of this remarkable Epistle,
This Epistle is the grand exposition of
‘the great doctrine of justification by
faith.
In a masterly manner the - Apostle shows the inability of Jew and Gentile
alike to attain salvation by the law or by
works and shows
the utter dependence
of all upon Christ as ‘the source. of all
righteousness, and that'it is by faith i

scarcely

a doubt that this observance has

who,

St Paul's Epistle to the Romans is on:
of the most important bocks of the Bible.

first day’ of the
There

to de.

ST. PAUL TOTHE ROMANS.

to the

.the facts

where in the tenth vers# ‘the, great apostle declares thut he ‘‘ was in the Spirit
on the Lord's day.”
.
‘
If there could be any question as to
what day the apostle meant in this passage, it would be -fully settled by the
earliest history of Christianity, to be the
first day of the week. “We can not now
take space to give the authors and references by which it can be verified to any
reader that the early Christians continued
week as Lord's

and,

law,

planting their feet on the foundation of |
GWd's truth, dare do theirduty. If Christian people desire to see intemperance
driven from the land, let them stand
by the temperance cause in their homes,
in society, at the ballot box, and ~every>

factory evidence that all these churches
assembled on the day mentioned.
can be maintained amobg men without
As a final reference to Scripture we
‘its time, apd. sehen the*interest is to be- L turn to the first chapter of Revelation,
no argpment

knowledge

the previous verse he says he has given

Ne: great interest

permanent the time must be arranged¢in
regularly recurring seasons. Therdis

interests?

do

now, a-generation of Christian statesmen,

who are not afraid

influence felt.

and in

already considered this verse gives

it

not

directs that charitable collections shall be \ where else where they can

particular consideration of whatever jper-

As such

country’s

politics with temperance and religion.
‘We insist that these two elements are
verse, it reads, ** And upon. the first day
of the week, when the disciples camé Jjust what our politics needs to purify it.
_We need more than anything else, just
together to break bread, Paul preached

order to'the churches

tains to the eause of Christ.

our

But some tell us'it will

seventh

their interest in Sunday. “The first day of
the week is the one allotted time for the
is of vital importance.

sobriefy . and~truthfulnéss

infused into it. What could hasten the ._
millenium more than this? What could

definite

eth-chapter of the

Acts,

controlled? If there is anything in our
country that needs purging it is our pol.
itics.; It" needs to have "the spirit of

sigpificant,

In. the twenti-

n
Pray

politics.”

How many elections in the past -hiis it

be decisive.

character
are before us.

temperance into

tell us how loag rum has been in politics?

the in-

so defi-| unto them.” This passage certainly imnite, so fullof meaning, andso essential plies that it was customary for the disci- |
to the cause of Christ, that all Christians ples to meet on the first day of the week
must find in it not only a great privilege for the observance of the communion and
but also
a grave duty, even though it thaf other religious services were connectwere distinctly commanded
that the ed with it. ~ .
Gio

follow,

that it does not

Christ alone

that

attained.

:

justififition

can

be

-

Of this Epistle to the Romans, Martin
Luther said that it “'is the masterpiece ot

been

since the

the New Tastament, and thie

purest gos-

by a very large pel, which can never be read

too much
or studied, and the more it is handled the

proportion of Christ's disciples. Is there
any thing more needed, to show that
every Christian ought to set apart the

more

préeciousit

becomes.”

_

Coleridge

ronounced it # the most profound

work

in existence,” and Tholuck, the léarnad

With no other reason before us than this first day sacred to Christian worship and |
| °22 of the dependenceof Christianity up- entegprize? To the sincere worshiper of | 0 phy of universal history” It is a work so

profound that the wisest can not, on its
first perusal, fully comprehend its great
truths in all their
beurings. It is to be read,
re-read and read repeatedly,carefully and

on some reasonable portion of our time, Christ the Christian Sabbath is évery
it seems tous as though every friend thing it has the ¢apacity of being, when
may be reasonably immovable in his loy- - he observesit as the Lord's day.
Assuch
alty to a faithful observance of the Chris- it is naturally,if not necessarily,a day of
tian Sabbath.
:
:
rest from secular business and amuseContinuing our investigation, however,
ment. It could consistently lack this

thoughtiully, patiently awaiting
the
dawning of the tull truth in the mind and
heart. . The greatest intellects

‘we find unmistakable evidence that the
observance of the first day-is designed as pearance, because

simplest minds will find comfort and in-

the first Christiang
being Jews observed yet the seventh day

struction in its teachings.
In regard to the oie
occasion. of
St Paul’s writing this Epistle, Canon
Farrar says: ‘ The Apostle, intending 10

a weekly festival in commemoration of
the resurrection of Christ. We will con-- for rest and the first gentile Christians
sider some of the beatings of this fact, in were hardly enough their own masters to
another place; simply: calling to mind possess the whole day. When Christianity
here the great significance of such an ob- became stronger and its followers became
servance.
;
more independent then the whole “day

Who could read the gospels even casuparaméunt

could be and was devoted to the cause.
And the Lord's day, in being devoted to

the culmination of the story, the solution

ion of the resurrection is to the Christian

| of the mystery and the key to the

the strict fulfillment of the

ally without

observing

the

significance of the resurrection?
ures of these gospels.

It is

treas-

Accordingly it be-

the cause of Christ

for which

the

and the

start for

death.

and

afterwards

to

thought,

that he would utilize an interval

of

calm

to” the Roman. Church, in

which, though not founded by himgelf, he

could po but feel the deepest interest. ‘He
knows fhat, whatever might be'the number -

of the Gentile Christians,

the

nucleus

of

-

thé Church had been composed of Jews

and preselytes, who would find it very
hard to accept the lesson that God was

great ends

was . insi- ng-réspec
of perso
ter yet this was theto
that truth ‘which he wasns, commissioned

comes the great theme of the apostles in- ‘tuted.
And so we conclude
their preaching and the triumphant “song the observance
of the - Lord's

of the redeemed in their life and

Jerusalem,

open a new mission in the west,

by writing

commemoras

Sabbath

will find

ample materialto wrestle with, while the . Le

character of a day of rest, in its first ap-

$.

teach ; and if go Jews could not receive

day
is -obligatory on all Christians and
is also the keeping oi 8 Sabbath, hence

it without a/shock—if even the
- most
thoughtful among them
: could not but
find it hard to admit that their promised

The joy ‘of .every pardoned soul, .the
short duration. The cruelty of which we clearest evidence that the early churches
gratitude of every trusting heart, the the propriety of our titles * The Christ- Messiah—the' Méssiah for ;whom they
were
entirely
uniform
in
their
organjzanow speak may give pleasure foran hour,
praise of every strengthened life are all |ian Sabbath.” The manner in which the had yearned through afllicted centuries—
tion,
it
would
not
follow
that
the
same
pain for seventy years, and shame for
| organization would bebest for. all ages. resutrection offerings.” It is not’ strange observance of Sunday-is properly a Sab- was after all tobe even Hots HigMeghian —R
generations.
a
Sal
of the Gentiles than of the Jews—thén it’
then nD ¢
o ti
sen as sacred
acre to the' bath pbservance comes under the con- was pre-eminently necessary for him toset
; Remember this when you.
are crossed "We have ever regarded whatis termed|
2
ji
|
cause
of
C
h
r
i
g
f
should
be
in
honor
of
this
sideration, which we propose, of "the--ghia truth 50 clearly and yet so. sympaand denied. There are probably a mil- ‘ Apostolic: Succession” as one of the
greatest ev
the
y_ history of relation of the Christian Sabbath to the- thetically before them,as to soften the
lion people in the Upited States—perhaps clever heresies of all Christian times,If
ist-— Surely it adds much value tothe morat-taw—and particriarly the fourth inevitable blow to their deepest’ pre juthere are ten milliens—who. would give |'it has reference to. the forms and cerémodices. *#*:* ¥ #& » That the Gentiles .
institution.
;
hh
commandment,
;
orie-half of all they" possess to get the {nies pertaining to the Christian miniswere in no respect inferior ‘to’ the Jews °
a
--O-bt
The
stranger
or
little
child
“asks
why
Wy,
different
ages
of
the
world
and
+049
mischief undone which was dene to them
in spiritual privileges—nay, more, that
the Gentiles were actually superseding
in childhood and. youth by this kind- of different conditions of human - society we observe the first day of the week and |
the Jews by pressing with more eagerness
cruelty.- Bad eyes; weak digestion; | must interfere with their uniformity. If it the oft-repeated answer points every
WORK,
al
into the Church of Christ, was a fact
soul
to
that
most
important
of
all
histori
|
has
reference
to
the
uniform
organization
round shoulders ; ruined teeth j early - dewhich no Jewish Christian .could overBY REV. A, L. GERRISH.
cay; low tastes; painful recollections; of churches the ‘same is true. It is a fact, cal events. And as the professed follow: Jdook. ‘Was God then rejecting Israel?
er-of
Christ
becomes
‘more
experienced
shameful ignorance ; ungovgrned temper ;° that God will work eflectually- through |
When the’ church ‘members, and the The central section ofthe Jpistle (1x—X1)
grave scruple: and the
gloom ; distrust; envy ; meanness; hate; any human organism, consecrated to hu- and appreciates more fully the deeper respectable part of community not’ mem- deals with this
Apostle there strives to show tht spiritimport of all religious facts, he learns
»

rai

OUR DUTY IN THE TEMPERANCE

man welfare and divine glory.

these all result from the crielty of letting

And, fur-

. when | ther, the nearer perfect that otganism the

the youth - have their own way,
their way is wrong. There is no cruelty
soteruel as that.— Youth's: Companion.

more effectual will be the work. There
may be, however, a large amount of macliinery with very little good results. The

motive power in all Christian organiza

fina|

Few persons in this Conntry are aware

tions must be the
how much is made of the ‘Sunday-school which all is as *
in
Indiain the mission districts. It is bal.” “+ He that
held at all. hours of the day, morning, Father in heaven,
noon

and

night,

in churches,

spirit of love, without
brass or a tinkling eymdoeth the will of my
the samg is my moth-

er, my brother, and. my-jsister.”

school-

nearest the real line of “Apostolic Succession,” who is nearest the heart of heavenly
love, as revealed in the life and teachings

church or ministry that is ‘not. working

study. Singing is made a great attraction,

and the public treat’given
to the pupils at genuine reform in thé world. The soon‘world learns to estimate
Christmas time is one of the memokdble er-the Christian
properly “real Christian strength, the
events of theif Jife.—Congregationadist.
#

CEI

a

Ty

»

the more to love the frequent recurrence
of the holy festival of rest and praise in

bers of churches, are ready to demand it ‘ual sonship does hot depend ‘on natural
and use their influence squarely to produce

Just so long as the first day

ble to :men—npamely,.. justification - by
faith—was.equally open to Jews and Gen-

the result, the demon of -intempérance
will be forced from his strongholds and
our young people will have the temptaof the

week is appropriately observed so long
will the fact of the resurrection be kept

vividly before the minds
and

when

the

of fallen’ men,

resurréction

is

from: “this is due to their own rejection of the free
| offer
Oke which 3it waswas perfectly open to them
a
believe it 0 bave embraced.

|

known

Christ's life and work be:also brought
mind. =
wi
;

to’:

ble the history which we have

aed

Hy

of .that

of them,

but ‘allow hundreds

of the

wholesome leven, of St Paul’s tol enliven
their faith an
eye" therm’ strong “Ap

duty. in excellent aidin the study of this

have the added‘ weight of authority and’ Christian people make no effort to dispose

origin. |

present

‘unbelief. All Buch need-some

[authoritative origin, and that these good regard to thé mater? If mad dogs are in
Feasons ‘which’ we haye considered may, the street biting every. passer-by ‘and
as possi-

This Epistle
to the Romans is espccial-

ly well worthy of study at the

me, when through thoughtlessness, the
liberalism of many is tending to; run into

- But as we have*Suggested, the observ- are-not
willing to do our ‘own
ance of the first day hasa distinet and.
usage we will trace as rapidly

tiles ; and that so far ‘as the Jews are
losing their precedence in divine favor,

tions to drink largely removed
before them.
C8
ete

Is this statement true? We

(6 suffer

Epistle
will be found in the. Commentary on
the Epistle to the Romans by Prot. Stuart,
author
of the Commentary on Hebrews,

published by Mr. Warren F. Draper
of Andover,

Mass. . Availing one's selt

torture and death by hydrophobia,. of all the aid which = commentaries ‘can
: terrible
would
they
be considered blameless P afford, there is still ample scope for the
the

In John
‘are told how
disciples were assembled upon the, even-

ing of the first resurrection or ‘Lord's
day.
he
erin
End
}
-

.

descent, since the only justification possi-

commemoration of his Master's triumph
over sin and death. |
i
ie
2

He is then will the other important facts of

in going from.one school to another, and of the Sou of God. - This is the. only ‘réal
el
| will find about 1,000, regular attendants. link that can keep the Gonnection be:
:
‘| The International Lessons are used, and tween this age and the primitive ways®
been given. in the Lucknow schools there is an annual ‘and worksof the’ early apostles. There
examination which { greatly stimulates is no real ** Apostolic Succession” in the

II. That no other gift is so great,

The Lord's dayis something

We repeat,

habitants,
one can spend a whole Sabbath

ope ofus.

inde-

organization.

‘God is love,” and sends

the most precious token of love to every

an

through almost any human

houses, shops, private houses and under
trees. Jn Lucknew, with its 300,000 in-

an announcement of God's feelings

has

the failure of the eye-sight prevented her

The words

~ ~yendering is to be preferred.

are

The present

kingdom.

pendent origin.

adelphia Tast year to study medicine, but

. Jesus is the Greek word for Joshua, and
There are many forms of cruelty.
“means saviour. Read Matt. 1: 21. Christ _Harsh words, harsh blows, hard fare,
' js the Greek for Messiah,a Hebrew term | hard work, all these yo sometimes cruel ; must eyer infuse life and health into any
meaning, * anointed.”
Notice that Lord,
but ordinarily the pain they inflict is of Christian society. Even if we had the
the Greek name of Jehovah in the Old
Testament; is Bsergiven to Christ.
«Lying tn a manger" sA manger con

ests of ‘Christ's

The power which was sufficient to re- ciently to allow it an allotted place inthe
form and purify the world, could work “calendar, will yet have so little apprecia-

1
a
+
7-9
.man’s best development. Paganism
was |
. then struck a mortal blow: the worth of cruel to her. She liked to sit up late in low, that those. primitive churches; —or* man, however lowly or sinful, was then the night reading fine print by a kerosene ganized by the early disciples of the Saye taught ; the equality of men, of all lamp, and they had the cruelty to let her viour, were to be the models “ot charch
. Bations and ranks, before God was then | doit. The worst possible cruelty is to organization for all time. The particufirst revealed ; the free salvation of all by let children have their own way, when lar form of organism is not given with
any great clearness.
The simple fact of
faith was then first made known;
the their own way does them harm.
syntpathy of God with men was then first
"There is a lonely man in a handsome tthe existence of a chureh or churches is.
We Know.» We khow one thing
emphatically proved.
‘“Glad tidings,” house, fxom. whom his wife has fled, worn] abont’all
indeed, were these.
.
; out by many years of abuse ahd violence. more; that church became most useful
“ To all people.” To all the peo- From babyhood to manhood, he was which possessed the strongest Christian
. ple,” literally; that is, to all the Jews ruthlessly spoiled by cruel parents, They faith, and maintained the - purest Chriswho had ‘for ages been expecting the flattered him, laughed at:hisutbursts of tian walk. The leaven of divine love
VChrist. The glad tidings would be of still pasgioty; supported Kim in his rebellious and divine favor was then, as now, adapt.

ygreater joy to the Gentiles.

observance of the first day of the week
as time especially devoted to the inter-

seal of the most - glorious covenant of times. As to the proportion of time and
Christian faith and life that they were to | the length of the period for its occurbe baptized. But he gave them no in- rence we will presume there need be no
struction in regard t6 any special form of discussion, since it can hardly be that
church organism or of any church service. any one who appreciates the cause sui¥.

from going, and the brightest fope
s of
the. future are clouded over. At nineteen,

the rise of

have

the essential principles of the kingdom
which he came to establish, he gave to
his disciples this commission—** Go ye
into gll the world and preach the gospel

" 4nan of unclean lips,

announcement of the
thus spoken of, and

would

any_speciabplan. After giving
world the most glorious pattern

Num.

_* PARENTAL CRUELTY.
andl dwell in the
“midst of a people of unclean lips; for
Look at that = young lady, * nineteen
|» mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord years of age, who’ can not read a newsof hosts.”
1 paper without an eye-glass upon her
|“ Good tidings of gréat joy,” &. The pretty nose! She intended to go to Phil-

That

er. ‘Christ had a higher mission than to
| organize bodies of ten and women on

of the Quarter’s Lessons.
0-0-4
+04

|.

all-important.

influence against sin, which will ‘prevent

auguration of the church as an active institution occurred upon the first day of the
week,
a
oo

not necessary to begin with the fact that
the Jews had a similar institution. The

He did,

{ given. The results of his earthly
were those of personal purification.
disciples were counted and
not
churches. It must'not be “inferred
this that church organization is not

[

it, and do not,
are guilty before God,”
_ The story is next taken up in the Acts, and fo a great they
degree responsible for the
and the first verseof the second chapter results.
i
AR DO
tt
al
We greet with joy evnew
speaks of the gathering of the disciples
work
er
er
ji
y
on the day of Pentecost.
i -the temperance cause, whichsoever phase
of the work he may represent. This
By turning to Leviticus, the twenty- ques
tion needs to be agitated from every

work, the first great revival

—_—~",”_”g

OHRISTIAN SABBATH,

In a consideration of the Sabbath as a
particular institution of Christianity it is

love

tion would have been made and special
directions left for its perpetuity... In such
organization the name would have been

xxiv. 10—19.

of

C4,

Isaiah

expresses this feeling:
Woe is
for
Tam undone); because I am a

Num.

Days

of

it is very certain that such an organiza-

Lev. xxv. 8—17.

27.—The Serpent nt:the Wilderness.
xxi. 1-9.
| Dip
]

Jeaven

Bd

‘members and otlfers are able to exert an

bled on'the second Lord's dgy and Jesus
'

first time

BY REV. C. D. DUDLEY.

indeed, "hurl the invectives of truth
against. formalism.
He
condemned
‘ white-washed sepulchres.”
He suggested to his Pharisaical hearers
the
coldness and death of their rites-and—eer<|
emonies, and spake of the greater influence of love. If any particular form of
church organization had been the best
| and only one through which human salvation could be proclaimed and enjoyed,

:

z

3344.

13:

the Mount of Transfiguration. This fear
* that comes over men as they see God recause,

Lev. vii. 11—I8.

Gideor.l.
Nov. -13.—The Feast of Tabernacles. Lev. xxiii.

‘(Judges 6: 22), of Manoah (Judges

‘vealed has a ‘moral

Oct. 23.—The Peace Offering.

The

rify‘an¥ human organization.

Ex. xx. 12—21.

Sept. 11.—Idolatry Punished. Ex, xxxii. 26—85.
Sept. 18.—Review of the Quarter’s Lesson.

used in an altogether different sense.
“ They were sore

-i

"THE

which he introduced would live and pu-

Ex. xx. 1-11.

Oct.
2.—Free Giving.
Ex. xxxV. 25-35,
Oct. 9.—The Tabernacle,
Ex. xl.1-—16.
Oct. J6.—The Burnt Offering.
Lev. i. 1—14.

awe cate over them.;

special societies.

:

FOURTH QUARTER.

!

far may it lay claim to divine approval.

free salvation to all the sorrowing sons of
earth. He aroused the populace by the

:

»
Luke xxiii.

religion.” This

.

third chapter and fifteenth verse, where possible standpoint. = As to ours
elves we
we are told of the institution
of the feast of are in favor of legal suasion, moral suabuilds up healthy and good personal Pentecost, we learn that it was upon the sion and dissuasion, the two latter to
Accordingly, the: applyto the drunkard and those tempted
and social character, so far as it conirib-* -first day of the..week.
to dri and the former to the rumseller, :
outpouring
of
the
Holy
Spirit for the We takenk,
utes to the real welfare of mankind; so
no stock in “the cry, ‘Do

we shall find special organization ° singu-

May 22.—Parables of Prayer. Luke xviii. 1—14.
May 29.—Parable of the Pounds. Luke xix.-

preach

the one, perhaps, who first announced
Mary that she should be the mother

.

She taught me this

purity of a mother’s purpose and ‘inten-

by building

larly* wanting.
He’ did: indeed bring
glad tidings to the poor; he preached

April 3.—Following Jesus. Luke ix.51—62.
April 10.—The Good Samaritan. Luke x. 25—37.
April 17.—The¢ Pharisees Reproved.
Luke xi.
3747.

11-27.
:
June 5-—The Crucifixion.

true rea-

may be good authority as far it goes. The

life and teachings of the Great Teacher,

a

QUARTER.

er.

the

kind it might have no particular signifi to see them di

*¢It was the religion. of my moth-. .appearing to them.

tion can never. be questioned. But the
up personal character, then that organipossibility of her erring upon matters of
zation-is good and has the sanction of the religious doctrine must be admitted. We
Author of truth. ~ Thisis the only certain
| evidence ofits worth. If we refer to the repeat, so far as any Christian church

Luke vii.
i

deliverance
‘to the captives,” to bring
July 3.—Israel in Egypt.. Ex. i. 1-14.
salvation to the lowliest.
Shepherds
‘July 10.—The Coming Deliverer.
“EX. ii. 5—15.
July 17.--The Call of Moses. Ex. iii. 1—14.
spent ihe night as well as the day with
July 24.—Moses and Aaron. Ex. iv.27-31; v.
their tiocks.
1—4.
3
:
‘¢ 4nd, lo.” Wonder, indeed. Here is | July 31.—Moses and the Magicians. Ex. | vii.
8—17.
+
a fact before which astonishment may
Aug.
7.—~The Passover. Ex. xii. 1-14.
well seize us.
pa.

{

of bettering human society,

13.—The Sinner’s Friend. Luke vii. 36—50.
20.—Review of the Quarter’s Lessons.

- 19-8.

Christ came
to

to

son.

“"“I'rerharkable force of his words and work ;
he called thousands to follow him, but he
May 8.—The Prodigal Son. Luke xv. 11—24.
May 15.—The Rich Man and Lazarus. Luke xvi. organized no churches, he formed no

gift is first made, not to the Emperor of
_ Rome, not to Herod, king'of Judea, not
to the high priest "ail "his associates at
Jerusalem,
-not to the sanctimonious
Pharisees, but to men of lowly origin and
- -occupation. Christianity begins at the
broken-hearted,

12-286.
6.—Witness of Jesus
19-28.
{

Sfck.

he will, at once, give you

cer-

- April 2¢.—Covetousness.
Luke xii. 13—21.
May
1.—Lost and Found. ,Luke xv. 1-10.

‘announcement of God's great Christmas

bottom and works upward.

Healing the

most

When church organization serves the
general purposes of spreading the truth,

:

27.—Christ

SECOND

« Shepherds abiding in the field.” The

. “to heal the

Luke iii. 7=18.
a
20.—The Preaching of Jesus.

— This

tainly conveys the idea of" proscription.

;

6.—The Boyhood of Jesus. Luke ii. 40-52.

Feb.

Notes and Hints,
<¢ In the same country.” Joseph and
Mary had gone from their home in Nazareth, to Bethlehem,in orderto bé enrolled
for taxation. While they were in Beth=
dehem Christ was born.

TN

IOI

will to
¥

~

zation, ¢ The’ Church.”

Feb. 13.—The Preachingof John the Baptist.

' "GOLDEN -TEXT:. ¢ Glory be t6 God in the

Luke 2:, 8—20.

25-35.

Feb.
A

highest, and on earth peace, goed
men.” Luke?2:14.
ry

23.—The Birth of Jesus. Luke ii. 8—20.
30.—Simeon and the Child Jesus, Luke

ii.

A

Ss,

Maft.2: 1-12.

Simeon’s joy. Luke 2:25—33.
The Christ of promise. Acts 3: 12-26.
The works of God. John 6: 22.
The heavenly song. Rev.5:1—14.
The first Christmas. Luke 2: 8—20.

Communications.

syn
.
a
ge:
pr
If this were the only occurrence of the: “his son or

daughter
dje of hydrophobia
tims to the Re tlthan
Soul
and body. gone! Earthly hopes g
rious forms of church’‘organization in the canee, but taken with other facts, and.
blasted and heaven lost!
|__The following is _the list of the Internoticing
the
special
care
of
the
apostle
to
world
may
be
necessary
to
suit
the
wants’
“THE PULPIT AND THE PEW.
. A person must-be
nge Chyi
national Sunday-school ‘Lessons for 188],
and habits of human society. It may be state in this verse that it was the first day who would not prefera stra
=
NOG.
the ee
a
the last Sunday of*each quarter being left anpt
eta
of
the;
week,
it
becomes
worthy
of
consid-doze
that
certain
classes
of
people
by,
their.
n mad dogs, known to be af
-. .BY PROF. J. W. BARKER.
larg
e, would set a whole city in commoopen that each;school may havea lesson
tastes and peculiar turn of niind flent-into erition, - Followilig this same chapter to
| of-its own choosing, or “else engage in |While ehurch-organization is not onty; the Methodistchurch;—others—may tend the twenty-sixth verse, it says that after tion, while from one hundred to five
missionary or temperance or other ex- eminently proper, but necessary to the toward the Baptist. A good minister, a eight days again his dieiples were within, thousand groggeries, as thie case may be; .
progress of Christian truth, there is no short time since, preached a sermon giv- ‘and again Jesus appearedin their midst. in our cities, are allowed to carry on hell.
ercises:
w
t
ish work of rotting the bodies an damnin
* | more fatal and certain. heresy
than to
:
FIRST QUARTER.
ing reasons whyshe was a Presbyterian.” “ “According to, their manner of counting, the souls of thousandsof our. fairest an
proclaim any special churchas the only The principal reasons, of course,” were
the day of the first meeting mentioned best, every year, with scarcely a protest
, Jan. 2.—Zachariah and Elizabeth. Luke i.
_51n
aaa
; door into the kingdonr of “heaven. "This founded on what he esteemed peculiar was regarded as one, -and accordingly ‘on the partof many nominal’ Christians,
and the wink
of approval by a large
heresy seems to be implied ‘in the very
Jan. 9.—The Song of Mary. Luke i. 46—35.
excellence of organization ard “doctrine. the next first day was the eighth in number, number of the respectable clafs
Jan. 16.—The Prophecy of Zacharias. Luke
in com.
terms used by a very large branch of
Ask a Catholic the reason of his faith and
so we certainly find the disciples assem- munity, It Jens to us that if church
“1.6779.
:
2
Christians, in calling their church organi=

‘THE INTERNATIONAL BUNDAYSCHOOL LESSONS. -

Sabhbath-School Lesson.--Dee. 26:
=

|

sooner will the world be redeemed from
the thralldom and power of sin. The va-

pt

\

wv

II
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:

pf all the faculties of the mind
‘Community would become enraged witha" ‘exercige
and the susceptibilities of the heart. in

man who would not do his best to destroy

understanding

and

comprehending _ this

such brutes. But who would not rather see great workof St Paul. .
FS

aman

[er

a

OF

ha

Vv

|

Y DECEMBER 15,1880.
Li

EEA

om

——

pi

a

"Hayes's message

known as the spoils, system, by which

their. progress”

to Congress

as

our

Heth

‘space will permit:

encroached upon

by

members

4X

gress.

i§ highly

encouraging.

Admiration

The Indian school established by the Interior department in 1879, at Carlislé,

of Pres. the appointing power has been so largely
of Con-

Penn., under the direction of Captain
Pratt, has been equally. successful ; it has

.

THE MORMON QUESTION.

WORLD.

not a case for ‘half-way

measures.

The

gether in resolute purpose for their sup- | political power of the Mormon sect is inport, all who maintain the authority of creasing; it controls now one of ‘our
-the government and tife perpetuity of the wealthiest and most populous Territories.
Union, and who ddequately appreciate
It is extending steadily into other Terthe value of the victory achieved. This ritories. Wherever it goes it establishes’
determination proceeds from no hostile |
ygamy and sectarian political power.
sentiment or feeling to. any part of the
be sanctity of marriage and the family
ople of aur country; or to any of their relation are..the. corner-stone of “our
interests.
The inviolability
of the Ameria society and civilization. Re-amendments, rests upon the fundamental ligious “li berty and the separation of |
priuciple of our government.
They are Church and State are among the elemehtthe solemn expression of the will

people of the United States.
, THE CONTROLLING SENTIMENT.

of

the

ary ideas of free institutions.

Sw

~~

-

lo) pun

ott’ Soup

of violation

letter or spirit of

the

of

fifteenth.

the

amend-

for the territory northwest
by the ordinance of 1787.

of
wr

If, however, it is deempd

ment is thoroughly investigated, and that

LYDIA
:
+

-anteed to them by the Constitution.

It is not, however, to be forgotten
the best and surest guarantee’of

pri-

EE a

icated, and

versal education.
command ofsheties are, in

means
S

many” cases,

quate to furnish
who need it.

This

The

free

wholly _inade-

instruction

to

all

is especially
true where, before |

interest of slavery.
NATIONAL

or

AID

prevented,
TO

tbis

Territory

‘will

LEGISLATION.

peo-

in

the

rise

in

coinage of a nominal

dollar,

which,

EDUCATION.

be forced Lo accept a single metal

as

the

Firmly corfvinced that the subject of sole legal standard of value, in circulapopular education deserves the earnest .tion, and this‘w standard of le8s value
‘attention of the people of the whole than it purports to be worth in the recogcountry, wit

a view

to

prehensive attion by the

wise

and

com.

Government

o

the United States, I respectfully recommend that Congress, by suitable legislation ant with) proper safeguards, supplement the local educational

funds

jn the

several States where the ,grave duties
and responsibilitiesof citizenship have

with

the laws

Sold by Druggists.

N

nized moneys of the world.
‘The Constitution of the United States,
sound financial principles,’ and our best
interests, ‘all’ require that the country

should have as its legal-tendér money
both gold and silver coin, of an Thtrinsic

Whatever government can fairly

|

|

|

promote

free

popular

education

hy

to plants in-a warm

culating

medium

of exchange to the

dis-

y

economical dnd efficient administration of

I also recommend

such

legislation

as,

while leaving every officer as free as any
other citizen to express his political opin-

EDUCATION OF THE REDS,
Much’care and attention- has been
voted-to the enlargement of education
facilities for the Indians.. The: means
available for this important object have
been very.inadequate. A few additional

means

tor

their

ad-

boarding-schools at Indian agencies have

. an

The most serious obstacle, however, to

jtaprovement of the civil service, and

espetinlly to a reform in the. method
appuiniment

and ‘removal,

has

of

been

~ found to be the practice, under what. is

that ‘purpose.
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at
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- This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is °
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
'The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the larger book, and is designed more particularly
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duty of the Executive, with sufficient appropriation for the purpose, to prosecute
unsparingly all who have been engaged
in depriving citizens of the rights guar-
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To re-establish the interests and principles which polygamy and Mormonism
have imperiled, and,to fully re-open to
The sentiment that the constitutional intelligent and virtuous immigrants of all
rights of all our citizens must be main- creeds that part of our domain: which has
tained, does not grow weaker. It will been, in a great-degree, closed to genercontinue to control the government of al immigration by intolerant and immorthe country. Happily, the history of the al institutions, it ‘is recommendéd that
late election shows that in many parts of the the government of the Territory of Utah
country where Phposiden to the fifteenth be reorganized.
=
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b
amendment has heretofore prevailed, it is
A PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT FOR UTAH.
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Concert Exercise, by J. ‘"H. Vincent, D. D.
KE
with appropriate hymns. $3 per 100; 5 cen
by mail.
}
SANTA
CLAUS,
by W. H. Doane, the best
' Christmas Cantata ever published. $25 per
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$30 to $100; 2 to 5 Stops.
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A
Gives the most powerful the safest, cheapest, and!
‘CHRISTMAS SERVICE
No. 3.—The Magi
and
the Messiah, by J. H. Vincent, D. D, | the best 1. ight known ior Churches, Stores, ShowParlors, Banks, Offices, Picture-GallerA beautiful Concert Exercise » with music. “windows,
ies, Halls; Depots, etc. New and elegani designs.
$7.50 per 100; 10 cents by mail.
Send size of room.
Get circular and estimate.
THE TREE OF LIFE.—A new Christmas
A liberal diccount to churches and the trade.
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No. 2.—16 pages beautiful Carols by
twelve of our best Composers.
Only $4 per
100; 5 cents by mail. ©
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now nearly two hundred pupils of both
{Tt is-the recognized duty and purpose Sexes, representing a great variety of the
It is the desire of the good ‘people of of the people of the United States to: sup- “tribes east of the Rocky Mountains. The |
.. A NOTABLE EVENT
the whole country that sectionalismas a press polygamy where it now exists in pupils in both these institutions receive
factor in our politics should : disappear.
oar Territories, and to prevent its exten- net only an elementary English education
They prefer that-no-seetion of the coun- sift. Faithful'and zealous efforts have but are also instructed in house-work,%hgtry should be united in solid opposition been made by the United States authori- riculture and useful mechanical pursuits.
§
to ally other section. The disposition to ties in Utah, to enforce the laws against A similar school was established this year
refuse a prompt and hearty obedience to it. Experience:has shown that the legis- at Forest Grove, Oregon, for the eduycathe equal-righty amendments to the Con- lation upon this subject, to be. effective, tion of Indian youth on the Pacific goast.
~~.
.stitution,-is al} that now..stands-in--the- +vequires extensive modification
and In‘addition to this, thirty-six Indian boys
way of a complete obliteration of gection-: amendment.
and girls were selected from the eastern
~
:
IS. PERFECTION. |
al lines in our political contests,
As
The longer action is delayed, the more Cherokees and placed in boarding-schools
long as either of these amendments is difficult it will be to accomplish. what is in. North Carolina, where they are to reA Noble Record: near Half a Century.
flagrantly violated or. disregarded, it is desired. Prompt and decided measures ceive an elementary English education L Established 1832.
Improved 1879.
sate fo’ assume that the people who are necessary. . The
Mormon sectarian and training in industrial pursuits. = The
The
nature
of
the
great
improvementis
laced them in the Constitution, ag em- organization which upholds polygamy. _interest shown by Indian parents, oven
odying the legitimate resulta of. e war has the whole power of making and exe- among the so-called wild tribes, in
fhe in ils wonderful life-giving properties to
for he
nion, and who believe them to cuting the local legislation of the Territo- education of their children is very
grati- aded. or > falling. hair, and
MORE
* 1. be wise-and necessary, will continue to ry.
y.its control of the grand and petit’ fying; and gives promise that the Fesults "QUICKLY CHANGING
GRAY
OR
act together, and,to insist that they shall juries,it possesses large influence over accomplished-by
the eff rts now /making
WHITE
HAIR
to
its
natural
youthful
be obeyed.
The paramount question the administration of justice.
~ 5
Lad will be of lasting benefit.
:
still is, as to the enjoyment of the riglht
+The expenses of Indian educ.tion have COLOR and BEAUTY.
Exercising, as the heads of this sect do,
by every American citizen who has’ the
the Jocal political power of the Territory, so far been drawn from the -permanent
IT IS NOT A.DYE.
- requisite qualifications, to freely cast his they are able to make effective their hos- civilization-fund at the disposal of the deIt requires only a few applications to restor
vote and to have it houestly counted. tility to the law of Congress on the sub- partment of the Interior; but the fund is gray
hair to its youthful color and lustrous beauWith ‘this question rightly settled, the ject of polygamy, and, in fact, do prevent now so much reduced,
that the continuty, and induce luxuriant growth, and its occasioncountry will be relieved of the conten- its enforcement. Polygamy will not be ance of this beneficial
work will in the ‘al use is all that is needed to preserve it in its
tions of the past; bygones will indeed be abolished if the enforcement of the law future depend on specific appropriations ‘highest pefection and beauty, DANDRUFF is
: bygones; and political and party issues depends on those who ‘practice and up- by Congress for the purpose, and [ ven- quickly and permanently removed.
with respect, to economy and efficiency. of hold the crime.
ture to express the hope that Congress
i
3
Sold by all Druggists, $1.26 Per Bottle.
* administration, internal improvements,
It can only be suppressed by taking will not permit institutions so fruitful of
MANUFACTORIES AND SALESROOMS :
the tariff, domestic taxation, education,
away the political power of the sect good results, to perish for want of means 114 & 116 Southampton Row, London.
or their support. . On the contrary, an 37 Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, France.
finance, and other important subjects, which encourages and sustains it. The
will then receive their full share of atten- power of Son gesh to enact suitable laws increase of the number of such schogls 35 Barclay St., & 40 Park Place, N. X.
tion; but resistance to and nullification
aid
~6t11 lam
aT
;
to protect the Territories is ample. It is appears to me highly advisable.
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THE TIME AND ITS OPPORTUNITY.

%

A contributor called ‘Attention last week
to the approaching week .of prayer, and

¢

offered some wholesome suggestions concerning it. But we trust, that the thought
and effort will not be confined to that

,. Single seven days.

Right,

in principle,

or wrong; it. is generally admitted that
“the winter season offers to the church its
‘great opportunity for aggressive Christian work. The ‘members themselves
#eel more-inclined to- the

unsaved

are

more

work,

naturally
so. There seems
a

and

impressible.

the

It

is.

to ‘be some

subtile influence in the very presence. of
‘winter that puts the mind more in sym

§

. pathy with eternal interests. With the
~ poor, their temporal wants, being greater, are less easily supplied, and so they
are naturally led to think of the source
that never fails.-

In the country, there

is

the great company that have’ the spectacle
of death and decay in Nature constantly
"before their eye, and its-suggestions of their

*

_'

«own dissolution are a thousand fold more

¢han come from summer’s glad and springing life. ‘And for all, there is the voice

of the gloomy wind, which we suppose
even the least imaginative can hear, and
J

the cold, chilling breezes from the North,

as though

they “had

blown

across

the

ly in its favor. Let no unreasonable or
| weak prejudice prevent from realizing its
full benefit. It will be thoronghly tested,
and compared with that now in use,

and

never will substitute the new for the

old

«death;—all these attendants of the season

hundred .ways

to

the

everlasting summer of his soul.

4

Whenever thé

thought is concentrated

afundamental characteristic of the life and

spirit of the Christian.

There must be in

every Christian life a positive and emitNow it depends
on the church to take ting force.
:
advantage of this mental condition into
There is also something deeply impreswhich the publicis brought, and fix the sive in the quality of service. which Mary
thought on the love of God. By the tisd rendered. It was the best and possibly
of proper means the prayer-meeting may
the costliest of which . she was capable.
be more readily filled than during the So the Master set upon it the" seal of his
preceding six or eight months. The highest approbation. So there is no one
mind will be in & better mood to weigh who has anything too good to be given to
and accept the truth that is®presented. the Lord Jesus. Not youth with its ardor
A certain invigorating influence of the ‘and hope, not middle life with its strength
season will also attend its other effects, and courage and not old age with its wisand by that mysterious relation between
dom and serenity, can be properly with' mind and matter which no one can ex- beld from him. The best we have and
plain, the moral appetite
will. be more
all we have of time, talents and praperty, |
eager for the truth that is presented. =
as is often
said, are all rightfully his. The
But (Christian laborers are already recognition®f
this fact should enter into
aware of these matters. We would only and shape the daily ‘life and: work; and
seek
onfirm , them - in the expectation When it does, how blessed will be their
of rich’ Dlesings upon faithful labor.. We character and influence! This best serywould wish especially that the preparaice should be rendered in the most fitting
~tory work to which our contributor called time and manner. Seemingly it was then
attention might be faithfully performed. and only then, and at the house of Simon,
_ By—Cifistian _conversation,
by secret] that Mary could have performed her act
with telling effect. Both the time and
prayer; by devout meditation, by adding
the presence and influence of each church-- circumstances were favorable. © Just here
member to the prayer meeting, by ob- lies one great secret of AChristian effectserving and reflecting upon the miserable iveness. The work of the day and sea-condition of the.unsaved,- there may be son must be done in their own time. The
awakened the deep and abiding interest’ “iron must be struck while’ it is hot. Tt
_ that is requisite to the best revival work. ‘matters-but little how heavy a blow is
~« May the Lord grant all the churches an ‘given upon it when cold. When the
harvest is ripe the sickle must be thrust
abundant harvest of souls.
{ in. ‘Golden opportunities for personal
THE NEW TRANSLATIONIt is a pleasure to note that the translaition of the New Testament is completed.
“That of the Old Testament is still deferred.
“Much useful discussion has been elicited
while the work has been in, progress, so
‘that the public isi now pretty well prepared
for its examination. The various experiwnents heretofore made

in

this

direction,

though ‘meeting their obstacles and
discouragement, have yet contributed
something to- prepare the way for this
more elaborate enterprise.
Some look upon all this with afitavor,
andPeven with. apprehension.
It is ‘med;
dling with sacred things—an attempt _ to,
inprove the Bible, and so.a profanation.

Such is a narrow view.

sr
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:

%
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years hence. somebody will have ocoasion ‘its volte as it 18 re-read by some near or. about $30
Which Is tobe used in upholstering
to credit its then - existipg Ladies’ Circle distant friend. The writer of this receiv- the church,
with the furnishment of two rooms; or ed a call from a wealthy gentleman from
At the burning of the Kegrear
i1
:
Portsmouth,
even a larger work for Christ.
See Prov- New
Dec. - ‘4, the Perro he
York, while he was spendinga
=
chure
arrowly escaped destruct
erbs 22-6.—1J, F.
ion.
It was
vacation ““Tast ‘summer, at ‘a boarding | ¢o
ly da
.

Ifit was an at-

dignation,

'of- earnestness,

such as

any

Christian who would stop to think would
use with reference to a ‘monstrous evil,
which makes, as this does; the United

Staies a reproach among the nations. The
Mormons are not alone to

blame for

the

True, on the

whole

it

is

borne

an

excellent

the

test of

“time,
and gathered around it most revered:
memories and associations.

“Still it 'was the work of uninspired men,
«good and able as they were. It, as all
‘know, has

numerous

imperfections

and

-errors, and the need has been long felt
lincreasingly for a new translation that

‘shall give us the original in our Present

house near by.

Denomuational Hews,
|

-

In the course of conver-

by. fire. and water, so

that it cannot be “0ce
or some time,
‘While the house is ‘being repai
red, the congre-

sation mention was made of his; -denominational paper, accompanied with the re- gation will worship ‘in ‘the North (Cong.)
mark that if I cared to 100k them over he church, by invitatioh,
Rev. G. H. Pink
has commenced is la
should be happy .to send them down to bors

The Home Mission Treasury.

and revival work must be improved.

The

community is so blinded to the

hideous-

ness of this sin that it will give homage:
to an actress that glories

What I Have to Say ?
—
Although there is a large amount

in her shame ?

Are'we proud of our Christianity, and
yet ignore the dreadful evils that'seem to legitimate

will be ationce demanded.
Very respectfully, F. L. WILEY,

of |

work, which the Education.
society may do—indeed any work tending
to promote education in the denomina-

bring us: to the level of ~infidet France,
famous for her irreligion and her immor,
ality? Let the press and the pulpit speak
out freely upon such matters, that the
people may be awakened to a sense of the

Sinister and Churches,
Maine.

as stated in a previous article, just at the

The mortgage

by .

baptized by the pastor, the other received
{ letter,
New

York.

N

-

A revival occurred in connection with the
last session of the Freedom Q. M., held with
the Webster Crossing

church,

The

Rev.

C.

B. Hart, from the Rochester Q." M., preached
two very effective sermons on Supday, and remained to continue the meetings. -Twenty-

Eastern.

tion is, by its constitution, legitimate—yet

upon the Dexter church is at

five persons—a goodly number of them heads
of families—were hopefully converted; six of
_whomi have since joined: the church at that
place, and others will do ,80.80gn.
Bro. Hart

1

present time it has no organized plan of last lifidd and the hearts of the brethren are
| active operation other than that which | lightened. Ten horse sheds are being built,
pertains to the encouragement of the the attendance upon all the meetings is largely has a peculiar way of winning the young, is a
Vincreased, a new carpet for the audience room
good judge of human nature, knows quite weil
REGISTERS may be obtained! of Rev.. young men of the denomination prepar- is being provided ‘for, and Bro. Mariner
is- what to say and when to say it, and knows too
A. Libby at Bowdiis and Waterville Q. ing for the ministry. The following are settling into his work with manifest tokens of when he has said enough. - He has a large
the existing * facts,” with respect to that the divine favor...... A revival ‘of moké than place ifr thechearts of those who were so fortuM.
.
Riel

dangers that Hhresten ourar nation,

BRIEF

NOTES.

enterprise at the present time:
~
First. The appropriation for the term

Sil

The Standard thinks that the New York
Waich- Tower is * the special organ of the
new Bible’Society movement.” ¥f dt be, itis a.

good organ of a good cause,
In this issue of the Star we

™ ~~
begin a series

of articles on ‘“ Eminent American Autliors,”
which we are confldent will prove to be quite
acceptable to a class of our readers.

Some

one

says

that

‘can be boiled down to this:

a Mormon

sermon

¢ Obey the Coun-

cil and pay your tithes; especially pay your
tithes.”
Phe tithing system pours into the

‘coffers at Salt Lake $1,500,000 annually.
_ Noting the increase of Sunday

newspapers,

the Watchman believes that * Christians are
certainly called upon to do their utmost to" resist this downward progress, and at all events
to see that they have no responsibility for it.”

Ata session of one of our Quarterly

Meet-

does not favor the

use of. fermented

Communion.
The Congregationalist
“most people are who

have

is

wine ‘at

convinced,

thought

about

a8
the

matter, that “ pulpit notices ‘should embrace
very few matters not pertaining to the particular work of the church where “they are read;

and in case of the absence of ‘th¥ pastor,’ We.
think there would be a‘gain’ in having them.
read by the clerk or the chairman. df the board
of deacons, instead “of the stringer- Who may.

mont. More than a score have been reclaimed,

responding term of last year. And .a'
“much greater reduction was ravedted’ by
paying out all the funds in the treasury at
that

time,

including

amount reported

by

nearly

the

the

whole

Secretary

November, which should, as usual,

for
have

Second.

All

income

from

funds

for

‘pate as to form an acquaintance

“1, three others

and destitute fields in the State.”

the interior of their church

His addrefs,

this purpose being hencéforth cut off, the
next appropriation will consist only of
moneys which shall be raised during fhe The Quarterly Meeting willbe held the third
next three months.
1 Tuesday of this month with this church, and
it is desirablv that all the churches be fully
Third. Unless the average contribu- represented
by faithful Christian workers.....

with

him

on

this occasion.
The pastor of the Fairport church: Baptized
three“candidates Sunday, Nov. 14. * Since Nov.

and as many more have experienced religion;
and still many others are. seeking......Rev.
James ‘Boyd has just entered upon the work of
State Mission Agent, under the auspices of the
Maine State Mission Society, and invites correspondence from all the churches, ‘ministers,
Newport, 'Me.....,The December session of
the Exeter Q. M. » Just held with the St. Albans
church, was one of more than usual interest.
Provision was made for holding protracted
meetings throughout puy borders, and prayers
for an‘outpouring of the Holy Spirit were many an] fervent.
The religious fatesest in Pine St. church,
Lewiston, continues without any. abatement.

been reserved for the next appropriation,
which is to occur in Mareh, thus leaving
the treasury empty on the first day of
December.

ings last- month, those who were administe
the Lord’s Supper declined to pass the wine | tions

that had been. provided, because it was fermented. The sentiment. of the denomination

usual power is in progress in the Jackson village church in the Prospect Q. M., under the
labors of Bro.- Friend Tasker, of East Dix-

just closed
was less by one-fourth
than - the appropriation for the: eor-

have

been

received

into

the

church, one on profession of faith, and two by
letter.

Another stands as a candidate for bap-

tism. The church has much to be thankful for.
The church at Oneonta is enjoying material
prosperity.
interest

They

have

thoroughly

building,

is’ hopeful......Ft

repaired

and

the

is expected

that

-

Bro. A. Deering will spend most of the winter in the Otsego Q. M., working der the.
direction of a Q. M. Committee.
Revival meetings are being held with the _
church at W. Davenport, with good success,
Several have left the ranks of the enemy and

have come over on the Lord's side. The
brethren and sistersof the little church there
are

encouraged......Two

ladies

excellent

young

were lately baptized at W. Oneonta,..

and united with the church.

The last

session

of Q. M. was heldthere—a'good session.

for these three months shall equal | A few extra meetings have been lield with the | “Woman's

Mission Society

“The

held ‘another ‘inter-

that of Nov., say $230 per month, a church at North Looks with good . results. esting meeting in connection with it: The
Several have expressed4 ‘desire and purpose- cause of missions, is well remembered by some
full appropriation will be impossible.
of our churches.....;A
Christmas . tree is
Fourth. -&@#ere is a larger number of to live a Christian life.
" We regretto learn of the serious illness of sprouting at Otsdawa,
oR
studentsin the colleges and other literary
the wife of Rev. W. T, Smith, of Bath.
schools to graduate this year, preparatory . The Corliss St. church in Bath is having a ~ On account of unministerial and un-Christo entranceson a theological course, than’

usual. The question of ‘their entrangs,|
next fall will depend largely upon their
peeuniary circumstances, and pecuniary

prospects at that time. Some of them are
already talking of delaying their theologioccupy the pulpit.”
:
7
:
cal studies for a year or two, with a view
“ Many mep of many minds,” etc. Rev, H. .to earning means
for prosecuting them
A. Shorey, of Boston, who is also editor of the without embarrassment. This should not

course of. lectures—a fnuch better way of raising furids than by some of the means employ-

ed at church fairs.
‘The church at Bar Mills is greatly encouraged by Bro. Perkins Smith
coming to their
rescue. For nearly two years they were without pastoral labor and had only an occasional

tian character the’ credentials of Rev. G. H.
Button have been taken from him and bis
namé¢ dropped fron the list of members of the
Fabius church.
Rhode

The fair to be held
mission

of

the Roger

Island.

in aid of the Arlington
Williams

week is represented, and we

church

hope

this

also aided,

passing days and weeks call loudly for
by the Advertiser, a goodly sized sheet devotpreaching service, and as'a result, were becomeffort. Let it be prompt, decisive, telling scattered and discouraged,
ed to Teligious Feading: news and advertiseBut the Lerd
ing.
put it into
the
heart of Bro.'S., who has been
ment,
ennsylvania,
Te
The standard to be attained fo in Chris- Qolden Rule, récently preached on “Sham be if it cat possibly be avoided, because we resting Ton Poot labor for a number of
A church of NY opeerts
brethren
She
tian service is that which will receive the Religion,” | and. here is a, sentence from the ser- have learned, that of those -who thus de- ‘months, to go and help them, and without
i mon: “ I predict that the: time is near. when
been formed n » Pittsburg. a
inirk, of
divine approbation. It mattérs not if the the bilifard sable. willbe ‘copsidergd ds neces: lay but a-smiall part ever return to their -waiting for any other call than that of the Storer a: is preaching there at present.
He continworldly. spirit, manifested by some Judas, sary a piece ‘of furniture gs the pling, and that studies, and : thus. they lose forever ‘the Master, he sent an appointment.
It is expected that the Central Assoeiation
ues the work and a struggling church is helpreproves, so-long as Christ approves. the’ next generation will simile tht their fa ‘most essential part “of their. prsparaion “ed and its light saved to the community.
will render this new interest some material
With the world, the Christian js usually thers were disci plinedi in- church for going. down for the work of the ministry.
* Acorresponderit writing of the last session aid.
There
is a ¢ arch in Pa. about seventy
too fast or too slow ; he is rarely if ever the harbor on Sundays, for ®aking''a Sitbbath
I have wanted to say just these things of the York Co. Q.M. says: “ We were reafternoon. drive, or for siending an occasional
miles from. Harrisburg needinga pastor.
The
‘minded
of
the
olden
times
when
the
Quarterly
+
correct. It criticises his reform work, dancing party.” le
for a purpose. . Firsts that all the ‘good.
‘church at present is weak and the salary will
‘conference
was
a
season
of
spiritual
refreshing
his missiopary enterprises and _ his stand- .. The President-elect and. wife come ofgood
friends of the cause, and they are not few,
be small;
“an-excellent opportunity.
encouragment49 the churches. The preach:
[ ard of life. The rebuke of wasteful ness stock. He is a descendant: of the Ballous, of .by keeping an/eye from “month 40 ‘month and
ing throughout
tHe session was eminently spir- to Build tup a-strong interest. There are also
in the case of Mary, weighed but little in Rhode Island, and Mrs. Garfield is a- lineal de- upon the 3d column of the Secretary’ Ss re- itual and practical. Edch speaker seemed to other points near Where appointments could
comparison with~ Christ's approbation; scendant of the Revolutionary hero, Gen. port, may see what is neéded, and" govern | forget himself, and be intent’only upon deliver- be~ established and remuneration received.
and, to-day, he approves by his written Nathaniel Greene. He will be’ ‘the eleventh of] themselves accordingly.And Second ; ing the. heavenly message in the most impress- The man for the Dince is needed at once, Who
pWliiger i as
word, by his witnessing Spirit, and by the Presidents "who were college educated. that should there not be in the next tite: ‘fve manner. And the same spirit of deep-ear-

the giving of success.

No

ene. need be,

Washington, Jackson, Van

Buren,

Harrison,

ological

class .a reasonable

the angel and the live coals, they would
not have been qualified to do their grand
and enduxing life-work. . We wonder not

at the act-of Mary after having read that

of the

‘whole

larger

Western.

‘cause of Christ. One good ‘ministering. broth- Li
Ohio,
"er, who has not been doing pulpit work fora | ~The church at Broadway has suffered soll
number of months, said, ** Kor along time I
sud declensions the
past
season, largely
‘have been impressed that T ought to go to
owing to the excitement of the political cam+’
work with a church in the QQ M., which has puign. But covenant and prayer-meetings
been without a pastor for two years; and Show an ‘Increasing attendance and spiritasiity;
with streaming eyes and a full heart, , hie’ added, {"#We hear the voice-of: returning prodigals.

Garfield at Williams,

number of Q. Mestipizs and churches add
to their regular contributions the one-fifth

founded in the fourteenth century, will be
permanently closed two years hence.. The

proportion ?

dividuals, tinder special convictions, make

help them.

opening of the tunnel will render it useless, as
not even beggire will then cross the mountain

special offerings to this object as frequently they have done to others? . The school

This incident illus- work. Hive put in new stoves And contemI will go and see’
but
trates the spirit that was pregent in the meet- plate further improvements... ... Rev, J. Lash
ing, and we shall be a
if the" begins a meeting withthe Union church w this
spiritual ifypetas gained by .those present is
An armestifiv
good prospects of effective work.
‘not largely felt in the churches from which
desire for, a revival is manifest among the
they came.”
members and. “by the pastor.
The York
The Augusta church is enjoying an’ increase church is putting on anew the gospel harness.

and radical preparation for it. Joseph,
|
Moses, David, Isaiah and others hat this ard,
kind of preparatiof- ‘Without the experiences of slavery and the prison, exile and
the desert, banishment and - the conflict;

+ Hiestness was manifest

in the meetings for soadditional | cial worship. ‘The brethren
seemed
of it, (with desire to do more effective work inspired
for the

Taylor, Fillmore, Lincoln ‘and Johnson did
. tempt to change the original word, there .
in doubt that he is doing what he can, if | not go to college. Grant was educated at West number, all may ‘know one cause
would be ground for the objection. But ‘indeed
he is thus doing. ©
| Point, the two Adamses at Harvard, Jefferson, and where will fall a part, at least,
what is there so sagred in the common
But after all, Christian :service with the Monroe and Tyler at William and Mary’s Col- responsibility. ;
version made early in .the seventeenth qualities of ‘which we have spokert.is not| lege, Madison at Prineeton, Polk at the. Uni* Now, brethren and fiends, the
: «<entury, when the English language was something which can be rendered merely- versity of North Carolina, Pierce at Bowdoin,
case
is before you. - Will not a’
crude as compared with its-present state? at will, There must be the most thorough ‘Buchanan at Dickinson, Hayes at Kenyon, and

itranslation, has well

oid

with the Meredith Center church. =
better. continuance of this vile sin.
We
ve " A'much larger number than usual of me. The favor was gratefully accepted,
A
il appointed by: the Sandwich Q. M.,
With patience and interest we await the authority of the Presid,Sqpis own wotds ~| ‘Home Mission interests received the ear- and the papers carefully looked over, consicounc
sting of Rev. J. Erskine, J. W, Scrib
ner,
the result. We:
have no reason to to assure us, that “the power of Congress nest attention of the Home Mission Board especially |for missionary and denomina- N.C. Lothrop, D. Calley and C. “W. Grifin
at the Weirs in July and at'Boston in Oct.,
doubt but the distinguished men, repre- to protect the Territories is
met
on
Tues
day,
Dec. 7; at Meredith village to
ple.” Why, |tional news. To-day I have taken another
and appropriations
considerably
larger|
senting the different sections. of Christen- then, are they not protecte
examine, and if thought best to ordain N.
Mainly
from
the:mail.
Mr.
H.
ges
not
think
he
8.
Pahneter. After ‘hearing Bro, Palmeter
dom, who have labored om this great because the p&apleof the United. States than those of last year have been made.
s
is too far off to reach me, and as regular- Christian exper
The
appropriations
are
to
be
paid
quarience
and call fo the ministry,
| commission so many years, are as compe- do not demand it. But must we admit |
ly
asthe
Siar
comes
his
church,
paper,
a
some
what critical examination took place
and the first was due ‘Dec. 1st, but
tent and reliable as those who prepared that the moral sensibilities of our people Lterly,
the Treasurer found himself unable to permitting me to look over the broud after which it was unanimously agreed that he
the common version, and of course had: are so weak that they fail to be impressed
work ofa large body ‘of Christians. I be set apart to the -Christian minis
The
vastly better facilities for - their aid. by the enormity of this vice, and so pas- meet the demand, gn account of a lack of feel a deeper interest for the whole ‘work ordination services were as follows try,
: Reading
funds.
The question for our people to deShould the undertaking prove a success, sively suffer it to spread and grow as it is cide at once is whether these important of the Master “on earth. Some then may Scriptures, by Rev. J. Erskine; sermon, by
Prof. J. A. Howe; ordaining prayer, by Rey.
all will rejoice, and welcome the new trans- doing?
So
interests that have received the Board's be just as grateful to you for the Star.— De Calle
y; charge to the pastor, Rev. J. W
‘lation as an important auxiliary in difAnd yet, Mormonism is no worse an promise of help” shall be neglected, and LyN. ©
‘| Scribner; right hand of fellowship, Rev. W.
fusing the sacred word. broadeast wher- evil than others that have .permeated the our home missionaries meet with disap--O-0-&
L. Noyes; addretoss
the church, Rev. N. C.
ever the English tongue prevails. Should ranks of society, throughout the whole ot pointment and in some cases actual suffer- | Lothrop; address of welcome to the Place,
The Star, Quarterly.
it not be all that is expected or demanded, this’ land. Is polygamy worse than drunk- ing, or the:Treasurer be supplied with the
Rev. GJ. Beard; benediction, by Rev,N.
it may yet be another step in the right enness ? That is a pertinent inquiry, and means of averting both these disagreeable
To simply say I am" pleased with the S. Palmeter. * The services were very profits:
direction. The Bible is studied mote and it demands on honest answer. May it results. A portion of, the H. M. funds, Quarterly would conie * far short of ex- blé, and tli@ church is much encouraged. Bro,
more every year by all classes,and becom- not be that the chief difference lies in the contributed in the last three months have pressing my -appreciation of this welcome Palmeter has had excellent success during the
ing more ‘and.more influential. Whatever fact that one sin flourishes under an or- been given for that much needed enter- member of the Siar family. In sige, few months he has labored with ‘the Meredith
village church, and now in consequence of 3
can be done to make it better understood, ganized ‘system of religion, while the prise, the erection of the’ new hall at proportion
and
mechanical * ‘arrange- closer relation between pastor and church, a
more appreciated, and more authoritative, other is indulged even though a violation Harper's Fefry, so that the footings of the ment it is a model of neatness,—a thing large prosperity is reasonably expected.
should be heartily encouraged.
"Vermont.
of all religious principles? Both alike H. M. columns in the last three monthly: of beauty. Its treatment of thé interna&
-are a violation of moral, and civil law in ‘reports in the Star have not represented tional lessons for J anuary has been care- . Rev, B. F. Jefferson, pastor of'the Straffora
‘WHAT SHE 00ULD. ”
all well regulated Christian communities. the amount available for Feguiar current fully examined in connection with sever- “church, and his wife were pleasantly surprised
by their friends on Nov. 20th, the tenth anniThe story of Mary of Bethany and her
But there is another evil prevalent in H. M. work.
‘al similar helps that reached my table in versary of their marriage, when
they were
It is sincerely hoped that, this statement
act in behalf of her Saviour at the house of American communities—more ‘especially
advance of it, and it suffers nothing . by made the recipients of many valuable Presents,
will
at
once
start
new
streams
of
contribu.
|
Simon the leper, is both engagifig and in the large cities—which is sapping ‘the
comparison. Indeed, everything consid- including silver-ware and cash...
To
stimulating.
Though the fragrance of virtue, the peace and the happiness of |- tions toward the Treasury, so that our ered, I think “that -ours combines more
Ep
ill
‘Massachusetts.
H. M. work may not be found lagging thus
the broken box of ointment soon spent it- the home, and which is second only to
excellences than any other one that I Our church at Haverhill is enjoying a heilthy /
early-inthe first year of the new century.
. growth. Five more were added to the work
self, the fragrance of the deed performed that of drunkenness in its extent. Is it
:
E. N; FERNALD.
ing force on Dee. 5. Four of them ‘were
is not diminished by“ distance or time. possible that so large a portion of the
tis
needed,
and
I
hope
a
large.
edition
Lewiston, Dec. 18,
until people are satisfied that itis

forms of a thomwsand unburied dead, and
upon it, its beauty. and ° significance are
the forests clothedin ghostly garments or reproduced afresh.
leaning motionless against the darkness
There is something instructive in the
with which they seem to be filled, and the mere fact that Mary rendered service.’
long evenings and lingering mornings—- ~While she received from the Lord Jesus,
hours of darkness when the soul naturally she had it in her heart to give. Her abt
- seeks light within—the absence of sing- is a perpetuxl rebuketo those professing
ing birds and sall animation in Nature, as Christians who ‘are mere absorbents.
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The land is principally prairie, somewhat rolling, interspersed with an occasional lake and
grove. The soil is fertile and highly produc-

tive,

The Little Sioux Valley Q. M.

of

Free

Baptists ‘is locatedin this interesting portion
of the State. Some of its early churches have
“lost their visibility, but a few remain to hold
up the standard of the Cross and to represent
“the principles of our beloved denomination.

WHEN MANUFACTURERS OF PIANOS
fine, large, beautiful instrument

«of fair talent, of self-sacrificing spirit and fully
given up

to

the work, enter

this

field,

with

moderate assistance from the Home Mission
Board, churches might be built up in these
growing towns, some of which are already in
the thousands.

These

valuable

opportunities

will soon be goneyas other denominations are
pressing to {akesthe' field and

weave

in our

material to their advantage.
The writer hus
recently taken the pastorate of the Free Baptist

church in Spencer. It is the County
Clay Co., and has about one thousand
tants. Forty or more buildings were

ast season, and yet such

is the emigration’

that the demand for houses is-greater

supply.

seat of
inhabiput up:

than the

A few noble, self-sacrificing brethren
rais-

and sisters early located here and at once

«d the gospel standard by ofganizing a Free
Baptist church. They have struggled on for
years, at times blessed with revivals and additions, at other times have had reverses and
discouragements, but amidst it all have de-

Pl

* veloped a commendable tenacity
for life, prom-

ising large success
now worship in a
congregation each
ing, and have a

in the future.
The church.
commodious hall with a fair
Sabbath, morning and evenflourishing Sabbath-school.

Arrangements are being made to build a meet-

ing-house

in

‘the spring and

early

summer.

“The brethren and friends here are doing nobly
in maintaining public service; we bespeak for
them aid, and the :prayers of God’s people.

Free Baptists contemplating

will

Messrs.

Marchal

can

de had for from§3 to $7 per acre. The church
will giveto such a cordial welcome, a .desird‘ble Christian-home apd ample field for Chris-

dian Isbor and usefulbess.”
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tev. G.
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;mocker,
of the Monroe; Rev. C. B. Hart, of
‘the Rochester, and Elder Cartwright, of the

Union

own.

Q. M’s., besides all the ministers of our

‘The
three churches
7

M. were represented

by

comprising

letter and

our

Q..

delegates.

.. The first meeting was well attended ; the business was transacted in an excellent spirit;

opening sermon by

Father Sager,

after: which

a conference meeting, which plainly showed
that God’s people had come together, not only

to enjoy the meeting but to labor.

During the

two
preached
Donnocker
“Bro.
session
D. has lost the
Bro,
Although
sermons.
the
seeing
way
a
has
he
use of his eyes,
of presentbeauties of religion and such a» wig
ing them to his hearers that even. the uncon—verted—und careless are deeply impressed.
His preaching had the effect of awakening a
. revival, which continued with grand results—
reported elsewhere.
Inmy opinion we have

M.

had but one Q.

many
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another

years" that “has
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Frederick C. Shattuck, M. D.—What is to be doné
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and Bathing—The
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Subscription. Price, $1.75.
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C F Penny—M M Patrick— F D Palmer=E
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and all other external remedies.
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great improvement on the ordinary porous-plasters
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remedy ever received from physicians,druggists,
‘the. press and the public.
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By G.B, Bartlett.
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Life.
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Carlyle Petersilea—The Music Student Abroad—His encour
agements, his difficulties, his social relations and moral dangers.
Mary Clemmer—Refiniscences'vt Public Life in Washington. ;

’

has received the greatest number of unquestionany

;

Money Letters Received: ——
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POROUS PLASTERS,
that

J

W Bixby—W
E Blodgett—S8 W Crowell—J C Connor—G
Corsant—E C Coffin—R Cutts—W W Clark
—It H Crowell—A Chadwick—J Coffin—~J B Drew

Have Wistar's Balsam_of Wild Cherry

reliable endorsements
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Penney, Augusta, Me.

+

ably
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‘Rev E G Eastman, Rockland, Me.

body indicates a disorder of some kind.If
there is any odor. or color “or deposit in the
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and of Garibaldi—Tucidents Illustrating the Duties of Consular

“Practical

R, I.

Magnificent ROSEWOOD

Stool

Recreations.

Poems.
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Providence,

up;

Etiquette of Common Life—Table Manners—Dress Toilet—Con=duct in Public Places—Présents—Introductions—Letters—Notes—
Duties of Visitors—Dutiés of Guests—etc., etc. Temarticles.
‘Prof. Luigi Monti—Personal Recollections of Victor Emanuel

John 6 Whittier,
James T. Fields,
' Edward Lear,

:

at EXTRAORDIN-

author of “Sensible Etiquette”—Upon the

Mrs. H. O. Ward,

4

& ORGANS

AR: LOW
prices for cash. Instalments
ceived.
Splendid ORGANS, $45, 850,

Elizabeth—Victoria—Mrs. John Adams,

rine 1L.—Queen
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a
Parton—Women who have led society—Josephine—CathJames
etc.
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:

A Libby, Léwiston, Me.

D

OTISVIELD . M.—Held its November ses-'
sion with the Canton church,
About one-half
of the churches were represented by delegates
_ and letters. = The meeting was one of-good
in-, JYitation to everybody. It is hoped there may be
large delegations from all the churches.
teres, spiritial and encouraging.
Revs. J.
ry
M. W. COLE, Clerk.
Fullontony- Did). J. Mariner and A. Libby
were present, ‘representing the Bowdoin Q.
M., and Revs. Bartlett, Bean and Starbird, of
MINISTERS? INST. Genesee Q. M., Michigan :
8. A.Currier, sermon, Free Salvation; G.
the Farmington Q. M., adding much to the in+Howard,
Min{steria Courtesy; N. H. Farr, Conterest of the meeting.
A general steadfast
between Mohammed ahd Christy
or
ness seems to exisc with the churches and’ ‘trasts
Corey, Dangers to the Chuweh, from. the
increase
good union.
While we have to regret the loss
of wealth; 8. A. Comstock, What is Justification
«of several of the ministers from this
v M.
and how obtained? E. J. Doyle, What is Sanctification and how obtained? O. Doyle,
Expositign
we feel that other churches are gaining good
John 14:12; Geo. Chaplin, Is man conscious
[emen that have been raised up in this Q. M., and
tween death and the resurrection? J. Wheeler,
trust that the Lord of the harvest will yet proInspiration
of the Scriptures; L. L. Andrus,
vide for .our destitute churches, made so by OnDurunitis
of Freewill Baptists in Norfhern
ny church¢ that wishes for
their. rempval.
chigan;J. Free, Is 1aith a facult
the humaa
the next
#ession will pleasé inform the clerk
mind or the gift of God? A. J. Kalar,Love as a law:
a8 early as consistent. Address, Hérrison, Me, D. Richards, Individualityof the church.
Ax P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
Session begins Thursday, Jan. 20, 1881,at 2, P. M.
wr
E. M. Corey, Sec.
- Je

()

A

By

Articles--lllustrated.

2

:

L Mayhew, Plymouth, Wis.

or annoy-

portion.

By

j

Lewis Spauiding, Hillsdale apch.

street,
4449

ance, and wherever there is pain’ there is- dis-.
ease.

church, to get ready

In reply to thé many inguiries which we
have received regarding & most prominent

.

rs

Pape

Prof. Richard A. Proctor—Upon “Old and Young Worlds”-~
The Dog Star, and Its Companions—Comets—The *Immensity of
Space,” ctc., ete.—Illustrated.
E.P. Whipple—Personal Recollections of Prescott, the Historian—Rufus Choate, and Charles Kingsley.—Illustrated.
ames T. Fields—Sketches of a Famons Group of American
go vy Cooper, Willis and Halleck.—Illustrated.

3

ev J B Davis,
Farmington,
Me.
Thomas Spooner, Jr.,
Whitefield, N. H.
‘Rev J Malvern, ‘Haverhill, Mass.

to purchasers by GOFF, HASTINGS & CO., Bankers

the

‘leave the revival meeting to'
ring of the $10,000, centen.
enefit of the Wis, X.
rk.
R. COOLEY, Clerk.

.

and
Financial Agents,
282 Washington
Boston.
;
ions
Happiness is the absence

De

3

By

<\\

RN

.
By

¢ S Frost, : St. Johnsbury, Vt.
; J D Venéy » Harper's Ferry. W. Va.

Parties havin,

How Happiness is Secured:

(Sy -§ 4

ny

‘By

J W Parsons, Saco, Me.
EXPRESS.
I
ing.
Hillsd

kb hand to work with the QQ. M. or-with gn
evangelist’if one is coming.
At this Q.
MM.
several enquirers were forward Sabbath nfid
Monday evenings, with a good prospect of &
precious work of grace. Rev: H. Derry: from
ich,, remained to help Rev. E. N.
Wright,
the pastor of the church, in the revival efforts.
We hope to heaf § good report of the work.
ith the Fairwater church.’
Next session
s appointed lo. preach the
Rev, J.J. Hull

opening sermon

Pla
i

/

A

money to invest are invited to correspond or ca
on us. All necessary information regarding the
companies and their Rrapertiss will be furnished

«quickening to the church and others,
There
had been un increasing interest in the charch
for

Ir

!

B F Fish, Bellevernon,
Pa.
G B Cutler, No: Branch, Mich.

CA PCI NE

roper “way

.

N. Y.

By

Rev O C Mills, Wellsboro, Pa. _

advance in value and
$8 by the under-

signed. Buy now at bed rock prices: and take advantage of ¢- market; remember. large fortunes

have

EVERY WEEK)

Rev E H Prescott, New Hampton,
N. H.
A W Greenslit, East Killingly, Conn.
0 J Petligrew, East Alton, N. H.
Wm Hammel, Cherryvale, Kan.
+ Daniel Jackson, Varysb
+N. Y.
Rev J R Pope, Oakland,
Wis.

The best opportunity ever offered the public.—
Mining stocks in first-class, reliable companies, |

which are sure of great

' Valuable
‘By

:

4

How to Make a Gymnasium,
. -By Prof. D. A. Sargent.
. By Henry Chadwick.
Lacrosse, Base Ball, Cricket, ete,

!

"DURABILITY.

A GREAT OFFER FOR

Among
the Boomerang
Folk, ‘and life in: the Australian Bush.
5a

and

WORKMANSHIP &

204 & 206W. BALTIMORE ST., BALTIMORE.

John Osborne.

Games

PRE-EMINENCE

Which establishes them as unequaled in
ONE,
:

battle-field

study of animal life.

* Holiday Household Entertainments

Newell, Iowa.

Upon their excellence alone have attained an

UNPURCHASED

WAREROQMS= 112, FITH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

lish naturalist, will give

eminent E

FORTES

FIFTY YEARS BEFORE THE PUBLIQ

Personages, and of

The Perils of a Diver’s Life, or wrecking under the sea.

2

Rev C W Smith, Brunswick ,Me.

investments;—

Bucklafid, the

upon his personal experiences in t!

0)

3

BF Jefferson So. Strafford, Vt.

1y6."
from

| T'rank

FLL

3

N Preble, Fairfield, Me.
Rev

sketghes of Royal

ie has met on the
and
St
and in other exigencies.of military and politi cal life.

Fairbank, Iowa.

Mou

°

Archibald Forbes will give G
European

C A Gleason, Springfield, O.
T A Janes, Woodstock, Ka.
T H Drake, Harrison, Pa.
CJ .Graves, Ames, Towa.

i

Elizabeth Stuart Fhelps,

Harriet Prescott Spoffo!
Charlotte Muy Yonge. y
becca Hardin, Davis,
hy
Sarah Winter
Kellogg,

PIANO

B. Ny alliaiis,
Cooke,
Rose Terry
1
Julia Eastman,
Yary A. Denison,
Ruth Chests erfield,
1 A. H. Leonowens.
Marie

Popular. Sketches?
NS

F E Briggs, N. Gray, Me.
.H Perry,
Escanaba, Mich.

tubercular

consumption, scrofuls -and general debility. The |
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
. For sale by all
dfuggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
LARGE

:

S

I Gordon, North Hatley, P. Q.
J W Barr, Keeneville, N. Y.

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
bronchial

O.

Rev W W Bixby, Edgwood, Iowa.

4148

York for coughs, colds,

Higbee, Mecca,

L Kellogg, Addison, N. Y.

stood the test of fifty years, and has not been found

WAUPUN (Wis) Q. M.—Held its last session with the Rolling Prairie church, Nov.
of the extremely’ cold
On account
26-28.
‘weather and distance t¢ come, buf few attended from the churches, . ‘However, it was a
session of unusual “interest, and of spiritual
This is

9

Rev L
Malvern, Manchester, N. H.
A ‘B Drew, Sutton, N. H.
.
F P Augir, Spencer, Ia.

!

all

had BENSON'S

them.

H.

Two Hundred, Stories

Louise Chandler Moulton,|

Saxe Holm,
H. H. Jackson,
Susan Coolidge,
Jolin Habberton,
Frances M. Pe
Olive Thorne,

KE H

etc.
| Tn
For

‘More than

.

in various countries, by U. 8. Consuls.

Adventures,

and

By Regular Contributors and by new,writers, among whom are:
J. T. Trowbridge,
Harriet Beecher Stowe,
‘Marion Harland,

.

it is the best remedy

Bruises,

Travels

6

Miss M'Foss,
Wayne, Me.
M { Hager, Harvard, Mass.
N P Ford, South Danbury,N. H.
C M Emery, Alton, N. H.
Mrs A G Plummer, No. Pittston, Me.
Rev-E Owen, Lyndon Center,
Vt. Rey G H Hub)
, Honey Creek, Wis.
G H Damon,Medina, O.
Rev A J Eastman, Farnumsville, Mass. 2

The attendance of delegates was

before the (. M. met with

A. Stephens—A Serial Sfory of Adventure,—Illustrated.
'W. T. Sprague—A Serial Story of Frontier Life,—Illustrated.

#38
Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters are a superior combination of Barks, Roots and Herbs not
attained by any other manufacturers of Bitters.
eT
;
Keep in the stable and always at hand Henry
& Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment, as
Hurts,

by

Co. §

Tales of Florida.

ve personal incidents and, adventures in camp
Daily News, will
and on the battle-field.

Nc.

.J W Burgin, Starksboro, Vt.
PS Covel, Appleton, Wis.

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

Tales for the Fireside.

+ a

* Archibald F' orbes, the famous war correspondent of the London

2

Rochester, N.

+

Travel and Adventure.

Apalachin, N.Y.

Moulton,

cher-Stowe,

Harriet.

" A Stanford,
eville,
Mich.
John A Ames, Wayland, Mich.
L Maxham, Montpelier, Ve.

unusually good. Ministers present:G. C. Bakalways at band. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bfon-er, L. D. Boynton and J. Phillips. The meetchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Conings for prayer and praise were heartening
sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
and helptul occasions. The preaching services
pa
ay
“were, we trust, on the whole edifying. The reg- " 50 cents and $1 a bottle.
ular Saturday evening missionary service was
very cheering degree of inter.A d.
* welt attende
Make from 825 to $50. per week selling goods’
est was manifested in the various departments
for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St, New
of the great enterprises which were brought out
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms. 134
in the intelligence read.
~The latter portion of
these meetings is devoted to prayer for specific
I have no more doubt of the beneficial effects.
objects in connection with our own and other
of Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure than
This concentration of petition: for
missions,
I have that the Genesee river empties into
particular needs has a wonderful tendency
Like Ontario.—®&ev. J. E. Rankin, D.D.,
to intensify desire and quicken faith. Two of
Washington, D. C.
:
‘the churches report baptisms since the last
session, and a spirit of hopefulness appears in
Old Winter has come with his great white’
It was the unenviable
most of the reports.
cloak, and his rofstering son, Jack Frost, is
duty of the brethren who served at the Lord’s
creeping
in at every crevice, even into our
table to decline to admiinister the wine, besystems, and sowing seeds of death,
Do not
No special blame attaches
cause fermented.
neglect a Cold or Cough for one day even, for
to the friends who provided the emblems, but
it may be too late. Dr. N. G. White’s Pulmothe strongly pronounced sentiments of the denary Elixir is for saleby all dealers in medinomination on thistsubject had not as yet leave
cine,
and should be on the medicine shelf of
«ened this particular locality, Ofcomrse no one
every family ; and used as directed, has already
The collection
looks for 8 répethiop of TEs
saved thousands of lives, and will yet save
ed to $7.91, and was approon Sabbath-ax
thousands more.
;
Te
~priated to the November remittance to the
foreign field, The place of holding the - next
session of the Q, M. was not designated by
Conference,
the matter being referred to the
nox M. mission committee who will give
“507
PuinLirs, Clerk.
:
. Alice.

#

kp

«+

..J.ouise Chandler Moulton,
Sei

Plainfield, N. J.

=
J
’
:
Rev JC Ward, Ellsworth, Me.

. ita last session with the Hiram Rapids church,

Nov. 12—14.

Mayhew,

An Illustrated Serial Story.
« +: A Btory of School-Life.

‘J.T: Trowbridge,
Harriet Prescott Spofford,

3% Cavorly Canandagus, JN. Y.

}
:
:
p
3
¢ Peruvian Syrup has cured thousand
Wo Were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

for

‘William Black ° .

Messrs Penfleld & Goodrich, Hillsdale, Mich. 4
br D H Lord, Howard City, Mich.
2
O B Dudley,
Lynn. Mass.
C J Clemmer,
Union City, Pa.
4

emphatigally a paper
J

family.

* lliustrated Serial Stories.
An Illustrated Serial Story.

:

M Atwood, Sheffield, Vt.
°
Rev T H Batcheler, Marion, Towa. —
Rev A M Richardson, Cowlésville, N. Y.

Its columns give

1: somes very week,

C=

Ra ge, Ca he Sabi elstand, ¥.5,

“'W H Larrabee,

copies

1

, Jet entertaining ; bright, yet judicious ;
Aims to be p
instructive, yet never dull; and by the variety, excellence,
and comprehensiveness of its reading, it endeavors to. interest all classes of readers.
It'will give during the year 1881,

‘

;

Names & King, Hillsdale, Mich.
C P Roberts, Lakewood, Ill.

more than two hundred stories yearly by
the
most noted authors, besides one thousand
articles on topics of interest, anecdotes, sketches
of travel, poems, puzzles, incidents, humorous

and p! fickle.

Foster, R. I.

i

Rev W Phillips, Westfield, Wis.
Rev George Donnocker, Akron, N. Y.

Jif

specimen

hy

Mrs M E Root, Orchard, Towa.
Rev W Brown, Moravia, N. Y. .

Every family that desires to provide for its
oung people wholesome and instructive readshould send

orth Sandwich, N. H.

Williams,

isi

fran

and indorses it as a safe and effectual remedy
Sgr
for Coughs and- Colds.

ng matter

Th 7

e Companion

2

D'Andrews, Waupun, Wis.
Joshua Cofilg, Waterbury, Vt.

that America

ARE:

P

EM Sate; Whitehall, N. ne 2h
: 5
Bellefountain,
Wis. . °
Carmel,
Me.

James G. Blaine, uses
Balsam in his family,

SA

5s

y \LJ

~ 2

Rev omstock,
J Young,

|

:

2

—

Ee

West Bethany, N: Y

Mrs Henry

weak and impure stomachs. D.R. V. G. will purify the stomach, and all is wel. Try it. Guar-

Laiir

Fal s,

CW Deaity,

- BE Crowell,

aT

One of the greatest statesmen

Dexter, Me ......}

Stiles, North Wharton, Pa.

D Japa Newell, Waterbora, Me.

they know to be responsible
and reliable. men.
* Nineteen twentieths of all sickness

:

COM EAIOH

8t., Providence, R. I.

Meredith Center, N. H.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
ar

J Small, Steep
with

-

“0 MPI

y

Insti:

-

M W Spencer, Elton; N: Y.

The Toledo Weekly Blade

ever produced, Hon.
Adamson’s Botanic

No. 1 Angle

*

done more good or left a better impression on
than the
last...
We are all very thankful
for the good
all disrders of the urinary system, both male
dong. gud would give God ail the glory and
and female,
BY
2t48
We hope-and pray that we may see
praise.
as good results from oup,next Q. MI, which
remedy for kidney disease, heretofore
will be Held at Scottsburg, comniencing Fri- No
day before the third Sabbath in Jan., 1881, at discovered; can be held for one moment in
= comparison with Warner's Safe Kidney and
Clerk.
* * 'L. OBERDORF,
2p.M.
TEA OPC
dhe d 20
pel hdd
SRA R Yr
GEAUGA & PORTAGE (Ohio) Q. M.—Held ton, D. (\
;
/
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2t48

_ the community in which it was hel

Valley.

Rev. G. H. Pinkham,

reins

Say they are personally acquainted

the

La

ttn

.

A

-

OUNCEME, /

tution and the Freedmen’s Mission in the Shenan-

column.

Platt St., New York.

Crossing ureh,

the help of

Smith

To whom

college, authorized to receive funds for

direct connection.

FREEDOM (N.Y) Q. M.—~Held its last session with the Webster

&

MiCH.

contributed within the

bounds of the Michigan Y. M. for Missions and
Education: Society.
(845)
Rev. A. H. Morrell, soliciting
agent for Storer

them, a liberal system of trade, which avoids all
middle men and brings factory and purchaser in

Choice

town,

lands from three to six miles from

should be sent all money

parlor,

Their twenty years’ experience has given them
unbounded confidence in their Pianos and taught

home

a Western

find this a favorable location.

REV. L. B. POTTER, LANSING,

will put a:
your

leaving it there fifteen days for trial without asking you to take any responsibility, it would seem
that the time has come for all who want a piano to
get one. See the remarkable
proposition
of

This section is now being rapidly settled with
an enterprising people and towns are springing up as by magic.
Quite a percentage of
these settlers are Free Baptists by profession,
-and'many more are with us in sentiment and
:gympathy. ' Could some of our ministry—men

in

4

mp
®

po a

and maiply since the completionof the

“wg St. Paul R. R., sow extending into Dakota.
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THE MORNING STAB, DECEMBER 15, 1880.
i

Poetry, a

»
2

-

ak

“0, dear! are you

rf

.

song.

sure there wasn't

Itis true the girl played the ac-

true father

such

as you

can

be

with |

Eiterary Bebieto, ht

Blasting the beauty of Spring’s early green,
Crisping the forest and browning the hill,

‘Wanders a Spirit no mortal hath seen;

3 A
00
ca
TORING
I
GS
E

The

>

seem

as

-if you

hini to let him help

mother over again, for all you can’t

‘hii up.

and

asked

But John

Andrews walked out and home, not stop-

whilé the spirit of .faith, trust and

ping once till hi¥* reached Joe's side; and

that breathes from nearly, every page marks
the book ds a volume of real heart poeins.
It
would be agreeable to quote from: its .pages,

life,
mountains, the hillsides

and. valley

be-

tween,
Are’ ‘wearing a verdure, amid the glad strife,
Far brighter than ever a mortal hath seen;

For a Spirit as still as the light of a star,
* And soft as the zephyr that whispers at even ,
On the wings of the morning, hath come
:
“from afar,
And covered the earth with the sunshine of
heaven.
4
)
:
‘The

pilgrim that

stoodwin the

shadow

-and

remerhber her. Why, you set such a store

by father as she did, "and now when
you're sick just from his blows and starv| ing of you, you only think of him. I
just hate him, I do! and if it wasn't for
you I wouldn't stay near him a day long-

Andrews would
give no promise,
al y sat still and
and hymns were
go home without

aspiration

artistic anat

ete.

2

Outline Mostrar, SPifi
ed 1s

Daning,
What there is of the book seems
to be useful,
but it strikes us as being too
limited to: afford :
anything but the most eleme
ntary instrye-

tion,” [16mo. pp. 65. $1.00.
, Inthe

whole

:

range” of holiday’ gift-hooks,.

hardly anything ‘can be found
so appropriate
asthe bound volumes of St. Nicho
las, ‘Itsine

creased size the past year has necessitat
ed the

Ned
oh

“Y

binding of it in two volumes, each
of which is
‘a marvel of elegance in illustrati
on, of adapta-

tion to the mental improvement
tion of its readers, and of such

as to make it a joy—we

and -gratifica-

durable quality

had almost said for.

ever. The volumes are Just full of
good and
useful things, with enough that is graye
for the
elders, enough that is merry for the
children;

not say a word, would | then, with the boyin his arms, he thankwould sign no. pledge, ed God, and promised, if he would but- “but we haven’t room for the whole:
book, ‘and
listened eagerly as songs help him, he would conquer the devil in themidst of so much that is delightful we and enough that is° wholesome and delightfu)
for everybody.—Now York : Scribuer & Co.
cold,
sing. Yet, he did not that had gotten possession of him.
should be pufzled to know Which to omit.
Listening, the same plaintive measure Sh find:
v
pn?
stopping to get a drink.
——
£3
Joe is a stout, merry schoolboy now, .
iL Summer is over, we're all growing old.”
The Popular Science Monthly or Decem-How he hated himself for doing it, yet he but he knows the Lord Jesusas few boys ‘THE SILVER Meoar By J. T. Trowbridge.
Laughing o'er meadows, regaling-in bowers,
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
16mo. pp. 287. ber opens with Herbert Spencer's second padid it." ‘What strength had he to resist have learned to know him, and relies on
er
3
($1.25).
. Singing a song that is artless and: wild,
per on *‘ The Development of Political
[For sale b 'B. J. Lane
& Co.
Instithis Friend who cured his father.—By
“0 Jim, don’t say so! Let's try, and the devil?
Bathing his locks in the dew of the flowers,
Criticism has already been favorableto this tutions,” which is deveted to the principles of
It
was.so
late
when
he
staggered
in
Hope Ledyard, in HH, Ch. Weekly ySported in sunshine an innocent child;
now we have Jesus too, even if father |'
story as it has appeared inthe Youth's Com- political organization in general. The paper
Over the path of the swift-footed years,
“+o
-panion. We would like to have a great many 4/4 s timely and'can be profitably stadied, Prof.
“>
won't ask himself, we can try telling him that even Joe was asleep, though hé had
Hangeth a shadow, with night on its fold,
Hux|ey’s address on ‘‘ Science and Culture,” at
town boys read it. There are not a few boys
about it: How did she say we was to meant to keep awake and ‘see if father
;
AN AMUSING EVENING.
Bending in sadness, and blinded with tears;
like Bent Barry. Perhaps the knowledge of his the opening of the Mason Science college, is
was any better.” The book that Jim had
tell
him®”
First we talked, then we asked some unfortunate course might set them to thinking. given in full. Dr. George M. Beard has
White lips are breathing, ‘“ we're all grow:
a
‘We was to speak to him like as if to brought from the Sunday-school was a riddles, then we
ing old.”
=
played games—the Bent was bashful. He could not feel at ease in curious and striking paper on the nervous
copy
of
St.
Mark’s
Gospel,
in
clear,
large
a friend, only we must be trying to be
Bachelor's Kitchen and such like. - Then the society of his sister and her associates. But phenomena exhibited by the Jumpers?’ or
As T gazed on the aster thay stood by - the
type, and slowly and with difficulty the
good and honest all the time,” said “Jim,
stream;
there was a pause ; perceiving which,one he was ashamed to own that e was difident, | ~* Jumping Frenchmen” of Maine, he baving
repeating the words as if it were a care-. Boys had read togethertthe story, at the of the young men from the city whispered| so he pretended to hate girls.
So withered and pale with the weight of the
ith bad com- -madea careful experimental study of their sinend of the first chapter, of the curing of
gular doings on the spot. An illustrated article
pany he found an ease and - freedom, so he
year,
fully learned lesson.
to
one
of
the
boy
cousitis;
he
whispered
the leper.
‘allowed himself to be chosen by low associates. follows by W. F. Denning, on ** The August
A voice all divine touched its mystical dream,
“ Well, Jim, Id rather holt gure
cu father
to the daughter, and they all slipped out ‘The consequences were
_ And the tokens of winter and age disappear,
that he was below his ‘Meteors.” Many new results are coming from In the morning, when Jim had gone off
‘than anything else, and'\it-can’ hurt to
of the room. Conversation was resumed. class in school and out of favor with his friends. researches into these shooting-stars, which are
And fresher and fairer than ever before,
with his blacking apparatus, Joe took the
him; perhips he won't hear anyPreéfSently the door was thrown open, and Such are the circumstances when the story of much
jmportance to astronomical science.
Unfolding their tints in the light of the sun, | tell
little book and propped himself up, de. ‘way. »
Adorning in beauty, the evergreen shore,
in hopped the queerest looking bird . that opens. He is easily enticed into a plan of Prof,H. Carrington Bolten has an historical
termined
to
spell
on
and
on
till
he
found
robbery, the result of which is a sentence to disquisition on * ‘The Early Practice of MediSweet blossoms are bursting a thousand to
¢¢ Oh, bat she said we must bes sure he ““ some one who took somebody to Jesus.” any one ever saw out of a nightmare.
one.
.
the State’s-prison. It is needless to say that the cine by Women.” “ Methods in Industrial
heard. If you don’t believe what that. If he could only find that he'd feel surehe
* This,” said the young man from the story..is "Well told, sine
Mr. Trowbridge] is the Education,” by Professor 8. P. Thompson,
And lo, the brown nieadow is springing with
little book and her tells you: about him he could get help for father! The thin little city, “is the celebrated Adjutant Bird author,
gives an instrugtive account
Through the low valley, the low-veiced wind,
‘Touching the strings that are erispy and

-

* Well, well, it does

was

to drink and knew its power,

ing Son nature, figure drawing,

omy, landscape, marine and portrait painting,the principles of coloring apitied

won't do it,” said Jim earnestly.
“Well, I'll
try, to be sure; but I wish

finger followed every word of that second
chapter—that wonderful chapter for those
he'd speak back. Anyway, I'll have some- who have careless, unbelieviag souls to
thing to do now when you're away.”
| bringto Christ—and sfumbling, but with
- “Yes, and I'm sorry to go, but I've wonderful understanding, the boy read,
got a chance this evening. I promised and coming to the fifth Yee he gave a |

Peanuts I'd mind his stand ; he’s got to g°

to Brooklyn, and I won't. "get home till
Teal late. I'm awful sorry, but I don’t believe father'll come home before me, and

cry of joy.

.

** When Jesus saw i
unto the sick of the palsy,

faith, he said
Sap,

be forgiven thee.”

thy

sins

i

from the East Indies.

This bird is to be

In the same eovers.are several other stories.
“ The Toddlebys on a’Train”
is thoroughly
humorous. It’is lifelike. Many a person of more
intelligence and wider experience than the hon-

seen familiarly walking about the streets
of Calcutta, where he iis, in fact,the Street
Cleaning Bureau, Board of Health, and

Captain “Williams

all combined.

are no- ash-barrels there.

est farmer and his wife have met with similar
mishaps. The remaining stories are equally

There

No garbage-

carts, no nothing ;; he gobbles up every-.|
thing himself. He will swallow a leg of

“interesting, several of them
advice to boys.

being full of good

A STRONG ARM

or technological

tinent.

the leading

industrial

schools for boys on the Con-

Dr. Friedrich Heincke digests what is”

best known on ** The

Migrations

of

Fishes.”

‘A series of illustrated - articles, «ontributgd by
Charles M. Lungren on “ Domestic Motors,”

is begun in this Dumber. The first is on * Wind and Water Power,” and describes all the

AND A MOTHER'S

By Elijah Kellogg, author of

of the objects and.

of working of

con-

| trivances by which these forces may ‘be made

———

mutton at ope gulp, and; as for tomato
cans, they are like strawberries to him.

methods

es

HA OE

dd

| companiment a little haltingly, but the Christ's help?” asked May; then, lower: anybody took somebody else?”
Ledn on the
«I don’t believe it; but you. can read lover encouraged her: «A little singing ing her voice, she said,
“GROWING OLD.
piano
anl
we
will
ask
him
together.”
at
night
is
such
a
comfort.”
Wis Rosie OF CAPE ANN,
and
Other
II0e to-morrow Fits too dark mow.
I
Poems. By Lucy Larcom! Bosion; HoughThe music ceased, and John-started.
As John bowed his head om Lis hands,
BY J. W.'. BARKER.
ho
was thinkin’ about you when I told you
ton, Mifflin & Co. 12mo. pp. 272,
he was willin’ to help. Think if you was | What! had that fine young. fellow let she said, * Dear Lord, give us strength.
What could be more pathetic than tife name
4 Gracefully, tenderly, down by the stream,
a
Tsuchragirl just die of a broker heart, and The devil wants to conquer, but we ean of this book? Doubtless nothing but ifs con——Hangs
the pale asterat morning-and even; = - well and-hearty, sellin’ papers-or blackin’
had he sunk to be.a mere drunken wretch conquer in thy strength. Take away all tents.’ There is the odor of clover and , 8ppleshoes.”
Lazily nodding as in a sweet dream,
that nobody cared for? = Just then; sweet wrong appetites and eis from us, and blossoms in it, the murmur and sigh of the
Breathing sweet words of theglory of heaven; |
The little fellow turned wearily.
sea, the glad song of birds, and the finely temFaded its beauty, and crisp are its leaves,
ie
* Oh, I'd be well fast enough if father and 1éw, the singet began, * For you I help ds.” Amen.”
pered sorrow that ome could call almost as
Tarnished.its vesture of crimson and gold;
‘am
praying,
I'm
praying
for.
you,”
and
Not
waiting
to
look
i
in.
is
face,
1h
bewas right.” “You know that doctor said I
[blessed and beautiful as the joy and gladness
Mournfal the cadence the whispering wind
the
drunkard
bowed
his
head
as
he
regan the sweet old hymn we have all sung that are mingled with it.
needed nourishin’ food, and if father was
‘ breathes,
The lives and loves,
|
‘“ Rock of Ages,” the pleasures and woes, the gains
steady he'd get it for me. You can’t do membered his child's prayer.” One of the at our mother's knee,
“Sumer. bas vanished, we're all growing
and losses, of
old.”
all, Jim," he added quickly, as a cloud gentlemen came and spoke kindly to him, and at its close, with one earnest shake of sailor and fisherman, of wife and child, of widtold him that he himse had’been a slave the hand, erect and determined, John ow and orphan, are sung with fitting words,
passed over his brother's face.
Over the meadowland, deftly snd still,

BLESSING.

* The

Island

available in ‘a small way for * household use.

There is a paper by Dr. T. Lauder Brunton on
‘ Indigestion as a Cause of Nervous Depres-

Stories,” ‘ Pleasant Cove Series,” etc. Same
publishers, ete. 16mo. pp. 207. ($1.25),
| sion.” Dr, 8. Austen Pearce soutien a paper
the biggest Peanut’s got.”
:
“We are here given the story of a poor boy
on ** Oriental Music,” which will
be eagerly
Tears came into the sick boy's eyes,
:
gone,
who with strong muscles and resolute energy |. read by musical students.
He takes a broad - .
I can see through ‘the mists tht ‘envelop ‘the: but the brave little fellow kept his voice
makes his way in the ‘world.
He is one of the’ view of the subject, and finds that national
- 1 wohder if I
> tomb,
roaring with laughter meantime, for the humblest class of people, reared . in poverty characteris deeply
steady, for he knew well Jim only left must get some-of that?
volved in the solution of
I'll
sk
Joe
to
On ukbrow is the glory of life’s fairest himto-earn the money that kept ‘them
and possessing only the rudiments of au edumusical problems. * The concluding ** Sketch
bird
was
irresistibly
hudicrous..
ask her, and whatever it costs we'll get it
~gorn ;
cation. His aspiration did not extend beyond
of Professor Dumas,” the celebrated. French
from starvation.
When they retired I went too, and saw
. For a breath hath revealed to my wandering
and father’ll be cured.”
the comfortable possession of a well: furnished
chemist (whose likeness is given), is a spicy
how the bird was built,-and this was the |
« All right; I'll “bé thinking and tellview,
farm.
But toward that end he bent'all his
fragment of biography by Professor: Hofmann.
The day was not half as long as usual
way they did it. First of all they. procur- faculties, He accepted.-any work that came
father
‘What the sages and prophets so often have ing him, and perhaps, by-and-by,
to’ The departments are fresh; varied, and full—
for the little, lonely fellow.
He told
will earn money and you'll go to school,
= told;
‘ed a sheet of stiff brown paper, which [ his hand, doing it cheerfully and readily.’ His New York 4 De Appleton & Co.
8:
Jesus again and again, and then he lay
From the death of the old, comes the life of the Jim, and I'll getup and go with yon,”
they rolled into a cornucopia ;; then with | physical strength' was of great advantage to
and
dreamed
of
the
happy times iat;
new,
°
a paper spill dipped in ink they marked “him iu the laborious life he pursued, and his
. “All right, you're my boy,” and he
David A. Wells treats the sugar question in
would come when father was cured.
And the true and the beautiful never grow
“on
it a saw-like line to represent the f temperate habits enabled him to “use that the Nov. number: of the Princeton Review,
was
gone,
leaving
Joe
alone.
old.
Meanwhile, John Andrews had manag-’ mouth.
Then they made a hole in the | strength in profitable directions.
showing what an important factor it is in the
It was the old story: a broken-hearted,
The story begins in one of the back towns of
ed to pick up a little work, and had kept mouth, and passed through it a piece of
But then, while the years keep their meusurenational development. His statistical statediscouraged mother who gave, up the
pretty sober, for him. At night, wonder- picture-cord ; this was supposed td” repre-' 4 Maine, the hero makes his money and wins ments convey a good idea of the magnitude of
less tread
success among the wharves of Portland, and
struggle and lay down to .die after the ing if there was any chance of hearing the
Thro? the shadows of earth, we may count
the sugar trade, and Congress is severely rapbirth of her younger boy.
For: seven || old songs again, he wandered down the senta worm or a sn ke. Then, they emigrates to Ohio, As its “date is fity vears ped for its method of handling the question.”
by the way,
¢
ago,
we
are
carried
back
to the lime when
fastened this cornucopia en the face of
years the children had lived on; someThe formsiaf
our beautiful faded and dead
“same street, and in his eagerness passed the boy cousin. Then they procured a journeys'between these two States were per- The article is printed on detached sheets for
That He
the. heart at the dawn of its times the father was taken up for drunkwider distribution. —New York: The Princehis favorite drinking place without going pair of yellow slippers, on- which they formed on horseback or in emigrant wagons, ton Review.
day,
enness,
but
most
of
the
timeshe
slept
for
a
when
farmers
felled
the
forests upon the farm
in! Yes, the sweet voice was floating
But faith, ‘th
the shadows that cover us Bere,
pinned some slips of brown paper; these
few hours each night in their room, and out, drawing men in; * catching souls,”
before the log-cabin could be built, and women

s
that = was

I'll bring you a nice white cocoanut-cake,

He can impale a man on his Strong bill,
“That's it! There was four of em
. and has done it before now—"
a
pond
brought him, and Jesus did it for them.
So went on the young Taan “from he
‘Their faith? He saw their faith! I
city, acting as showman, all the company
wonder what that was?

v

z gloom,
And wept’ o'er the vision of youth

Looks qui;

beyond thé ethereal sky,

‘And the | -eye Igathers

light, ‘while

swells With cheer,

the

.

soul|

For the truest and purest they never can die.

—A-theught; breathing

love; is a native of Heay-

en,

born in the, soul as it wanders i
earth,
From the dawn of its day to the shide of its

even,
With devotion

Nirth.

jt clings ;fo 1the land of its

;

EAR “And the schemes that §it plans and

n

the older ‘boy,

but

the

struct.

ure it rears,
; Shall live when ihe granite 'i8 crumbled and
<
old;

never once

touched" ‘‘the baby,”

as

beat

had

he still

he

called

Joe. A month, before he had happened to
catch sight of the

“And

goa

then, when maddened by liquor, he

child's

large,

ful eyes resting on him, and,
tue likeness to his dead wife’s

sorrow-

stung by
he shook °

the boy hard and flung him on the bed,

and from that bed Joe had not
up.
After that, for nearly a week,
drews ’ kept pretty straight, so
the sight of the - comsequences

yet gotten
John Anmuch had
of his sin

they put on the feet of the boy. Then wove the cloth for the household wear.
they twisted a sheet aroundhim, so as to
5,
the hump his back and fill him di Sng
Fsweet voice began
‘ Mary of Argyle,”
and over this théy fittéd 4 rough gray | Ohe peeds but to study the “volumes of
during (he last ten years,
and, forgetting all, he went ‘forward and skawl, which completed the bird, sll ex —Seribwer’s Magazine
to be convinced of its influence in developing
sat down close to the piano,
May -Dem- cept the eyes, which were made out of the art and literature of that period.
“Ten
ing recognizing him at once. She sang two round pieces of paper, with inked years ago,” says a critique on this ‘magazine,
on steadily, song after song, choosing out .eyeballs, and fastened into their Jroper ‘ good book or magazine illustration was not
old favorites and taking no notice of John's place with pins.
tobe bad; a.leading engraver said,‘ . There is
no artist on wood in New York who can draw
tears; warning her husband and friends’
We had lots of fun that night. I can
thie human face or figure correctly.’ Scribner's
by Ber eyes to let the man alone—she was
not pretend to tell you all we did; but | Monthly has wrought a revolution in methods
- going to try her power—yet not hers.
one or. two things I; must describe, be#5 her husband called May's singing.
2 The tears started in John’s eyes as

*‘ Lord Jesus,” her heart cried -as she
sang so lightly, *‘ here is a soul ‘to save—

cause

they are worth - doing

again... A

sheet was procured from the daughter,
and spread on the floor. Each of the two

artistic and
mechanical,
and > has carried
American illustrative art-to a_ perfection’ une
Kn
n in any other time or country.” “The
same is true in reference to its literary qualities. In fiction, in historical writing, in sketches
of persons and places,of character and scenery,
no, msgazine has outrafked it. The last bound
volume illustrates both of these features—the
artistic and the literary.
It contains striking
chapters of serial novels by Frances Hodgson
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Madame
friends,

Thiers

.

hymns ‘appro.
be

NOTES.

is too ill to see
¢

even

her

help!”
Mr. Julian Hawthorne is to be the editor of
Ahing, worse than ever, and shunned the
Bending from his fhrone, blended with
the Belgravia Annual,
tears,
boy cousins was blindfolded, and had an
boys as much as possible.
the man’s prayer, a child's voice jis heard
- Shall reap a ‘ripe harvest of crimson and
Queen Victoria, it is sald, is preparing with
apron tied around his neck like a bib;
There in the gathering darkness, the - by the dear Lord. “Jesus, I don’t knowy|
gold.
1
her own bands descriptive catalogue of the
then each was provided with a long woodsick child lay and talked to his new un- what faith is, but Jl-get it when I find
numerous presents that have 'béen made to
en spoon and a bowl of bran, and they
seen Friend.
.
out, and please, Please cure. father! He
her since she ascended the throne., Every gift,
were placed opposite each other, and told
‘ He a'n’t a-waitin’ to be cured ;. they is worse than that man on the bed, but 1 to feed each other with the bran, encoyr- Burnett and George W ‘Cable’; short stories by great orr small, is to be Mustrated by photography.
writers of acknowledged ability { | Mr: Schuycall him ¢ Old Cups,’ “but, Jesus, he doc- know you can cure him, and, dear Jesys,
aged by the promise that if they eich suc- ler’s
new
among
announces
A. Worthington
¢“ Peter the Great,” the like of’ which, so
JOE'S FRIEND.
tor that came to see me said it was a Pll'try and be very good, 70d so= will
ceeded in getting a mouthful of the bran, far as expense and high character
booksg_ “Studies in Song,” “by Swinburne;
are concern* There! that's. the end of it. But the sickness, and she says you can cure sick Jim.”
wo. they should receive a very large piece of ed, hasbeen
‘¢ Pictures and Painters” ; ¢¢ Household“ Taste; LE
best of it is, it’s every word true, not like folks. O Jesus, we could be happy, so
At Iasi, playing soft dbords as, sho) Peake, by way of reward. We all laughed publishers; undertaken by no other magazine by Walter Smith, State Director of School of
Art illustrations in. Mr. Seymour
. them Ledger stories ; and she said as how very: happy,” : and the ‘eager, childish spoke, she said, “I'm sure® ou must have and laughed till our sites ached again.
Hayden's Etching,” by Philip Gilbert Hamer- Design, Mass:; “ Pompeii, its Temuins and
ia
this Jésus was just as willin’ to help Luff -voice rode in its earnestness, * if only sung in years gone by, you‘are so fond of
ton;* The Younger Painters of America,” by Re-Discoy ery. min
Another performance of the evenin
father was well—if he was cured.”
"now as he was to help them Aokks.”
An accident has recently Jed to the discovWilliam
C.
Brownell;
music. Is it not so?”
:
*.%
Thackeray
as
a
thougk less funny, was quite entertaining,
Stumbling up the stairs John Andrews | “Yes,” said
.+*“But he isn’t here!”
©!
os
Sturgis; * The ery of some remarkable Roman ruins at-BucJohn,
‘unconsciously One of the gentlemen from the eity ar- Draughtsman,” by Russell
Brows: of Wood-cut Printing,” by Theodore
cari. A horse in stilhping in the market place
la Not just right by, S0' we ean see heard these words and, drunk as he was, straightening himself and trying to look |
rapged.a kind of proscenium in one of L._De Vinne; articles" oi Astronomy" by broke through ihe ground, and an excavation .
him, but she said ‘that he's everywhere,
they-stopped him. . He turned and stag- respectable when spoken to by such'a the doorways, where he performed ’ many Prof.
Proctor, educational papers, biographic- on the spot disclosed a Roman cemetery. It
and he hears us talking, |/and when we gered down the stairs and went to the lady, “I used to sing, Lhd§ yerl've lost simple tricks of sleight-of-hand
and illu- ul sketches, poems and miscellaneous articles. is of the date of the Secon century. The urns,
ry to please him—by being good, you nearest groggery where they would trust my voice.”
sion. Among others he took ‘two walk- The volume.is handsomely boand,and containg flasks, vases, cups and one or two skeletons
' know, and clean—she said clean,” a cer- him, and drank to forget. Staggering
“Ah!
I'm sorry. But you are a marfound in the cxcavation have been removDyed to
ing canes, and played on ‘them as you’ 952 octavo pages, on which are printed 394 the museum at Agram,
‘wood-ehgravings in illustration: of the lettertain wonderin the voice. at this, ‘¢he smiles home again, he heard sweet sounds and
ried man, are yqu not? Perhaps - your
would on a fiddle, producing all the notes text, with two frontispiece portraits
.at us; I guess the .way mother used to stopped. : Surely he knew ‘that tune. children sing for you?”
of Poe and
The Literary. World, speaking of ‘the five
of
a musical instrument. He took a
Savonarolv.—New York: Scribner & Co.
American Magazines, says: ‘The rank which. .
smile.” ¥
Why, he had sung that once with Mary
John was won by the sweet tones and
mon (Jead-pencil, and whistled on it’ most
5
:
Scribner's holds among the five is ‘phenomenal
“0
Jim, you semembers nother so a long time ago—what a long time ago! . friendly words. ‘‘I've two boys; both
perfectly; and a bell without a clapper,
7 in view of the fact that he is the youngest of
The
Mifuitns
of
Art
well! I don’t see why I can’t. You. sdy
(Cassell,
¢“ I couldn't sing it now,” with a drunk- of em could sing, I guess, but, never and rang’ it distinctly. This astonished
Petter, all.
Harper's was
founded in 1849, the
Galpin & Co., New York) begins its fourth
I used to look at her, hepd «vives
en laugh, * but I'll hear another verse; tried’em.”
.
rie
the audience very much, but the secret volume with the November number, and algo Atlantic in 1850, Appleton’s (as a weekly) in
“Look at her?
Looked at nothing ‘there’ a feller _going in—perhaps I can
Oh, that’s a pity. I think it's a great was very simple: he had a confederate in
in an églarged and improved form. The frant-| 1862, and Lippincot?’s in 1868 ; but it was not
, else! And you'd smile up in her face get another: dfink here,” and John An pleasure to teach our little ones to sing.
the other young man from the city, who, ispiecq, is an exquisitelg-produced etching, en- until 1870, only ten years ago; that Scribner's
entered the lists. Its regular monthly edition
and then she'd kiss you. I don’t see how drews lurched after the feller,” and I teach my little ‘boy —he has Just learned
concealed hebind the scened with a real titled ** The Trio,” from the1¢ painting by Nicol. has risen to the enormous figures of 115,000
this—" and May ventured to sing a temyou doit remember ; but then you know walked into a temperance meeting.
The
illustrations
accompanyi
ng the artiele on
fiddle, a real whistle, and a. perfect bell
* Lumley Castle ” and those with the article copies, or upwards; of which about” one-tenth
'" you were such a little |un. She said you'd
It was not quite the sual kind, though. perance song. - «“ Father, dear Father,
‘produced the sounds, whilst his friend on ‘‘ Famous
is in England.
The secret of this brilliant sucPictures,” are fineJpieces of work.
forget her; but I was to tell you and A lady was singing old familiar ‘airs, come home with me now.”
|
cess is undoubtedlyto be found in vigorous
went through the motions in
i présence’ of 4°“
| Past all Repair,” ¢ A Neapolitan
Water-CarTo John Andrews, with his boy's pray- the audience.
Scoteh and English
indeed I do.”
ballads, with not a
editorial sagacity, bucked by ample resources
§
oor rier ” and the engraving of Goutherin’s bust of
er still ringing in his" ears, the words
and
commercial enterprise; the whole spe“ Q Jim, if she'd known Jesus and’ reference to cold water, or temperance
; The illusion was perfect, and the® trick “The Republic,” typifying the ideal Republic
cifically. doveloped in the direction of pictorial
_ + asked him to make her 11! Bat, Jim, in them, just if she were in her own seemed an appeal he could not resist. is well ‘worth trying at a little| social of France, would be noticeable in almost
any embellishment. It is not too much to say that
Teagan the smalle
hild Toised oe parlor, while her husband and-one or “I'll go straight home,” he said, starting gathering when you want Smisenypnt— collection. . The articles’ on Art topics that fill
many pages of the magazine will increase its Scribner's Monthly has established the fame ,
two others were talking to the then and up as the last words of the, song died Harper's Young People.
wasted body from the bed in ‘his. eager
of American wood engraving hroughous the
attractions, and win for it new patrons,
v
It is
ness, *¢ do'you think he could cure toy women that had eome in, offering one a away.
| world. J ie
—
"| publish&d RH
-Ave
cena
smber.
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faithful member until death.

Bro.

Lorne

writers of distinction.

During

the time

feyer in Philadelphia. Ina few months
. of the New England Puritan school, Ch | this was followed by ** Edgar Huntley, or
first race of chroniclers, several - genial the adventures of a Somnambulist.” These
observers of nature, and not-a few quaint last novels-are not less intense and are
poets flourished.

The names of the Bar-

tams, of the Mathers, of Anne Bradstreet
and of Jonathan Edwards are not to be
forgotten.
:
There were great intellects during our
Revolutionary period, but the discussion
. of fegal and constitutional principles, and
of natural science, occupied their attention to the exclusion of the more strictly

in-

ablest members; but more than all, will he be
missed in the home circle, where. the wife and
four sons ate left to mourn their loss, Missed
so on earth, we believe he is'welcon#d in. the
“abode of the saints and will have a part in the
He was honest and true;
first resurrection.
a good man has* fallen, * J. C. ROBINSON.-
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strongly franied,
but very ' thin in
flesh: * He had a pale; sallow complexion,
sharp, nervous features, and straight

child?" he asked.

and European

‘‘Does he

not know

that it is neither size not age, bat understanding that makes the man?
I could
ask him a hundred questions
which he could answer.”

none
;

of

black hair.
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Toothache

,

The

general

expression.

of

annals,

review

Piles,
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ture, foreign and Aierican state papers,
chronicles,

and

miscellaneous . articles:*

This publication was continued

until

the

time of his death.

Young Brown's wastes seemed to tend
‘to poetry, geography, history and general literature. When he was eleven years
old he entered the school of Robert

Charles Brockden Brown died the 22nd
of February, 1810, in the very prime of
his life. : He left behind him several

Proud, a famous instructor of those day 8,

was a system of General Geography, and
a WOTK “on Rome during the age of the
Antonines, similar in style to Anacharsis’

wheré he Temained five years. His studies were pursued with such ardor that
—~his slight physical frame often broke

“down under-his exertions.

Walks

into

unfinished

productions,

Travels in Greece.

novels

though,

among

. added”

the country, and attempts at verse mak-

little to his financial resources;

ing were agreeably combined with the
regular duties of school.
‘He thought’ to

oft as pame

imitate Virgil and Homer, and had three
historical poems planned out, one on- the
another on the
Discovery of America,

Kindness that is unsurpassed.

Conquest of Mexico, and a third on Pizarro’s Conquest of Peru. It was but a pass-
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Wilson, the great Philadelphia lawyer of ‘always €loquent, and sometimes striking“4he time. He could have bad bat little taste ly so, and in exciting breathless apprefor. Blackstone and’ Coke, but he seems: hension he possessed rare power. The
to have taken hold of the Study with ardor. description of the adventures with the
At the conclusion of two years, however, cougar and the Indians.in ** Edgar Huntnature was too strong, and he ammounced ley” is wonderfully gnimated. We. know
"his determination too-ganden law for lit- of no other incidents to comparg with
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only the first person in America who ven-
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+ field of imaginative-writing,

disconnect
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and in

vivid

- meanwhile to considerable

extent, Hoe fp

magazines. and the periodical press;* and

even commenced a novel which was nev-er completed. During this time, he visit-

ed New York, where he made. the ac~quaintance of most of the literary and
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His ‘tastes
had a strong bent in that direction; and
he had prepared himself for the pursuit by
a long and unwearied course of reading

For

B., Principal. Fall ter:
‘Winter term begins Nov.

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio
Grande, Gallia’
Co., Ohio.. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

New York Depot,

Sargent,.|

Nov.

. Bruises,

;

of 85, if addressed to 14 W- Mth ‘St., New York.
X

3) years.
She came down to her rest after a
long and most painful sickness, which seemed from
the first beyoud the reach of medieal skill ; but during all her suffering she was
patient and hopeful, and when she became
conscious of the fatal issue, expressed her | BN
willingness to go to her Heavenly Father.
_
The stricken family have the sympathy of the
gommuniey,
"
. E.

great American novelists.
There are few novelists

ANN,

diéd in Lake Village,

Such - was

first to last, through “some hazardous en-

Due credit must be given him for his
The hazards of
“boldness and resolution.
an author's career in those days far ex-

|.

mere

valuable Ahan

Mary

Sp!

Catalogue to
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REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
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Orders for $2 worth, carriage free, on recei
82 2%
Orders for 85 worth, carriage free, on req

Worth, of Epsom,N. H., died Nov. 21, aged
29 years and 11 months,”
Mrs. Worth was an.
estegmed- member of the Epsom F. B. church
CoM.;
i
and will be greatly missed.

but

Happily for Amering Yancy, however.
ican literature, he was to win fame as a

erature,

Mrs.

AND

15 1580.

Jan. #1, 1881. Summer Term
Summer Term closes June 23.

cipal, or
IHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
. T.ehanon, Me.
|

Wounds,
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For sale by all Drugeists and Farey Goods Doalérs.’
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He died poor, for his

successful

more
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EBANON ACADEMY .—Pupils fitted for busi.
4 ness, scientific Schonis or the best al sem

Blind,
Bleeding, or Itching.
It is the greatest known remedy : ap

NEW

Winter Term begins Nov.

MORIUS ADAMS,
begins Aug. 81, +

and

Extract

rail only by POND'S EXTRACT

MRS. SAMANTHA HULBERT, wife of A. D.
Hulbert, died in- ‘Wayne, Wis.,” Oct. 30, aged
73 years.
Born in Stratford, Vt., she came to
Wisconsin about 80 years ago; she bad professed religion 40 vears, and was connected
with the W: ayne F. B. church 30 years, being
esteemed a worthy member.
Her sickness of
six mdénths’ continuance was occasioned by a
fall, rendering her helpless.
Her extreme
sufferings she bore with remarkable: fortitude,
and she seemed anxious for death.
She leaves
a husband and six children,
who mourn in
hope of a glorious reunion above,
Funeral
sermon by Rev. B. L. Prescott; text: Ps.46:1
JOSEPH PARKYN.

of litera-

i
;

Faceache. iei’scioming
to direc
tions, its effectisi
wonderful.
When

. Mrs. Nancy, wife ofN. P. Huckins, died
in Holderness, Nov. 9, aged 74 years.
Sister
Huckins has. ‘been 8 ‘member of the North
Holderness church for many years.
She bore
her sufferings, which were very severe, with
Christian fortitude and passed away in good
hope of eternal life.” She leaves a husband
who is infirm; and three children with other
friends to mourn their loss, which is her gain.
May God bless them in their sorrow:
C. W. NELSON.

his face was grave and melancholy.”
After his marriage. he started another
magazine, under the title of the American
Register. 1t was devoted to American

for

It canbe ured without the slightest fear,
Quickly Saying all inflammation and soreness

Earache,
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formation a
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described : #* He was tall in height and

weeks

The aston
success of this Elixir, ana
. the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
‘kind, for

Catarrh.
, The Bstrace i the ony spouts
Our *“Catarrh Cure,” 8 Cold repared

city, aud he paints the river and the for-

Like most of the other desulto-

OCHESTER SEMINARY,

. ore of teacher: hit course of study. Student
are fitted for teac! ing and for college. Busines
course
comple!
and practical,
Admits both
sexes.
Sec fos good influences.
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Bleeding from the

idly curing when other medicines have fail
* “authorship as a profession, did not occur same year ‘Jane Talbot” eame out.
HENRY GREEN died in Middlesex, YatesCo.,
Pond’s Extract Medical ed Paper jor closet
_ use, isa DiSYeufve ar
fing and
Our
until these latter men were well in their These fell below Lis eatlier productions N. Y., Nov. 8th, of paralysis and congesiion
Sintm nt, is of reat eer 5 where the
oval
of the bratn after an illness of nearly two weeks,
clothingis inconvenient.
prime. It is suggestive that his birth in merit, although they possess the same He was 67 years old the day he was taken sick,
Broken "Breast and
was so.nearly contemporary with sg of intense nervotisness.’ of style aud the His life will remain a living testimony for For
The Extract is s0
Christ many years in the future.
Over forty
ore. Nig1p ples. cleanly and efiica~
the nation.
same dramatic development of narrative. yours he had been.a faithful member of-the F. SPS
us that help Di have once used it
never
chureb, and filled the office of deacon with
© ho
be without it. Our Ointment is the best
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Charles Brockden Brown, the first AmDuring thggintervals of writing
these
that'can be applied.
fidelity and honor to ‘the last. He leaves a
erican novélist, was born, in Philadelphia, - novels he published a series of political
's
_| faithful wife, who within the past-year has be-.
Complaints. oz
favorite come blind, but who still trusts in the Lord Female
Jans 1ith; 17 He was of Quaker par-| essays, and inaugurated. that
"be
Teocalled
7, In
in for
I r tho Inaonity.
m
of fifor
emalo diseases if
though deeply afflicted, also foar sons, who
entage, descended from ancestors who ‘plan of his by the establishment of a have
been influenced in the way of righteous- |
- ‘emigrated to Pennsylvania’, in the same periodical in New York city, called the ness. Although his health had been failing
L
CAUTION.
some time past, his attachment to the
Has been imitated.
ship that carried Penn to his new colony. Monthly Magazine and American Revigw. for
church was unabating.
May the seed he has"
s Extract: “The genuine has
the words SEX Extract” blown in the glass,
The early years ofthe future novelist But the enterprize was not sugcessful, sown spring op and bear fruit abundantly.
picture trade-mark on surrounding’
The funeral services were held at his late resiWrap]
None other is genuine.
Always Emmis
vere tiarked equally by intellectual pre- and after a year’s exisience the publica- dence
on the 20th, attended by numerous réla-on ha hz Ponda Extract.
ake no
other pre“paration. Itig never sold wn bulk, or by measure.
tives and neighbors,
Sermon by the writer,
cocity, and physical debility. = At a very tion of the magazine was suspended.
from Hosea 6:3:
** Then shall we know if we
Price
of
Pond’s
Extract,
]
Toilet
Arti=
early age he became an ardent reader, |: In 1804 Brown married, his bride being follow on to know the Lord.” Rev, Mr, ‘Mal- |
. cles and Speciait ies,
and $1.75
EXTRACT. 50¢. 81.
and he devoured every book that he could Miss Elizabeth Linn, daughter of Rev. ory, pastor of the C. Baptist church of Middle- PONDS
Toilet Cream...... 100] ir
ure....- 46
Dentifrice. ........ wPi:
er, ,
lay his hands on. He had an éxcellent Dr. William Linn of New York. His sex; assisted in the service, 8S. R. EVENS:
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memory and remembered everything that personal appearance at this time is thus
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he read.
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Whooping Ceugh,

Di iphiheria & Sore Throat.

/

M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secrefaty.
Pittefield, Me., Atg. 2, 1880.

And other Lung Affections,

Re

IRVING B. SMITH,

Stl board of teachers. AiBxpenses low.
;
Winter terms commences Nov. 1, 1#80, and Jan.
24, 1:81;
Spring leu,
April 11, 1881; Summer
1%
term, Jupe 16, 1
£3
For is
e ‘address K. Bachelder, A.

] Coughs, Cols, Croup, Asthma,

Nose, or from any cause,is speedil controlled an
gtobpe
ped. Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) and In.
“balers
ers 31. 00) are great aids 1n arresting internal

more real than the “Weird story of Wie- |
land. The range of characters is wider," "ALMIRA J., wife SE REY.” George Plumer,
at Lisbon Falls, Nov. 14, aged 52 years,
and their delineation is ‘attended to- to a ‘died
4 months. Sister Plummer experienced a
larger degree. In ‘* Edgar Huntley” the change of heart about28 years ago and joined
the F. Baptist church at this place, and
thor gives full scope to his love of nat- ‘mained
a faithful and worthy member unt
ural scenery.’ He was as much at home galls away by the Master. She was a faith
1 Christian in the daily walk of life, éncouramong the wild landscapes of Pennsylva- gaging
all, and especially her husband in his
nia as he was in the streets of his. native (gospel labors. About two years since her

ry readers of the ‘world, like Goldsmith
and like Scott, he also posigesed sensitiveness and egotism.
~”
“A characteristic anecdote ‘is related
of him when at the age of ten years.
A
visitor to the family designated him as
« child,” a term that stung the boy's independence. ‘Why does he call me a

:

cases.

Homorrh ages.
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Maine. - College Preparatory, Normal, Ciassi- |
Seientific * courses of study for both sexes. |
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YHITE'S

Rheumatis S10, Neuralgia,

ealth began to fail, and the lust eight weeks
were attended with constant suffering, borne
est’
With
truthful
colors:
©
No
one
can
literary creations. The era was inaugurwith Christian patieneeand-resignation.” She
—~wild ramble of the passed quietly away Sunday mornipg to the rest
ated by Otis, Dickinson, Adams, Jeffer- follow thi
she so much desired.{ "May the bereaved husson and Franklin, and closed with the somnambulist withotit s¢eing Brown's band and son and thé sorrowing sister (who
| was so faithful and attentive to the departed
labors of Hamilton, Jay and Madison in love for nature.
in her last sickness), and the other mourning
the Federalist. The “birth of our first
«(Clara Howard,” his next novel, ap- relatives and friends, live so that Hey may
niggt
the dear one on the other side.
xd.
'l'peared in 1801, and in the last of the

4

of

INFLAMMATION AND HEM| ORRHAGES.

tellectually was above the average of men, beliterary men are Americans. We lead the
A rapid succession of novels’ followed ing- gn attentive reader and close thinker.
a man of strong convictions and’ inworld -in- literature as we lead it in ev- from the busy pen .of the. writer, and He was
flexible principle, a safe, counsellor "and firm
erything else.
Nor were we so back- there, are afew cases jn literary history friend.
Though
not a sectarian, yet he loved
- ward in the beginnitig of the ‘céntury 4s | of greater intellectual “activity. <¢¢ Arthur | the denomination ‘of his choice. The Star was
a welcome guest in his home.
shall “miss
- Sidney Smith supposed. Even then we Mervyn” was published in 1799, giving a him in the church where his Weprésence
was
had a few books of our own, and some graphic pietare of the ravages of yellow seen.and felt. TheQ. M. has lost one of its

3

ia

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

“

great literary productio®and the chief of the reader from beginaing to, end.

i hn

accompany ‘the copy

CENTS

suggested by the doctors. There is no words, VERSES are inadmissible.
‘characterization in the novel. All the
> JONATHAN B. LORNE died Sept 5.
He was
. CHARLES .BROCKDEN BROWN.
[interest attaches itself to the circumstan- born in Steuben Co., -N. Y., Sept. 24, 1816;
It was only about sixty years ago that ces which surround
his
characters. married Jane Gray, May 11, 1841, and soon _after came to Reed township, Seneca Co., Ohio.
Sidney Smith designated us as a_ nation Many of the incidents are highly improb- In
1844 he moved to Lykens Tp.,Crawford Co.,
that Had no books. No such charge could’ able, but faulty as we may consider it, | O ., and settled on the farm on which he died.
.In 1846 he with his wife united with the Lybe made at the present time. To-day the the story enforces the breathless attention kens F. B. church, of’ which he remained a

mg:

the

gus

is
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incident

_. SEMINARY
Pike,’ Wyoming oi New
York. This schoel wus never in -better condi- .
on for doing Soroush work in’ Academic Insite.»
tion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arrangge soured of. study. Tait Classical,
minary and
English
Course,
For
cal
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Goucational.

PARTICULAR * "NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excéss over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per:

death of the elder Wieland by spqnta-

[3

23"
=

BY FRED MYRON COLBY,

the

laboratories of his numerous medical
friends rather than from’ amy literary
1 model.
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SUNDAY

The

AT THE

constitution

Hon. S. B. Stebbins is the Republican candidate for Mayor of -Boston, opposing Mayor
Prince.

that

Congress

Congressional.

* shall assemble each year on the first Monday
At the
opening of the session, two mew
in December.. This preceding Sabbath, there-: ~Senators were sworn ip -Messrs. Pugh, of
- fore, presented those &cenes of: activity and
Alabama, and Brown, of Georgia.
During.
excitement that Lave usuully ‘marked the asthe week the folloWibg important. proceedsemmblipg of Congress.
The capital’ affords a
ings have taken place :—
spectacle that differs very lit from the averIn the House of Represenfutives, bills were
age day of thé week.
The railread depots are
introduced providing for thé. appointment of
full of commotion; the avenues and streets renew justices ofthe U.S. Supreme Court, and to
sound with the clatter of coaches and equip- .eventually reduge their number
to nine as
ages conveying passengers from the incoming
vacancies
“occur; for changing the time of the
trains; the street-cars are in motion until mid- national elections to the second Tuesday in
night; the hotels crowded with politicans,
October;
for .the issue. of $600,000,000 of
lobbyists and the omnipresent citizen, while
Treasury notes, bearing not more
than four
the jostling crowd of strangers on the princi- per cent. interest for the redemption of the
pal thoroughfares encounters the church peofive and six pereents of 1881, and for a fund
ple going to, and returning from accustomed
of $160,000,000 for the redemption of legal
tenders.
A resolution, was «ffered -authory
worship.
izing the President to place General . Grant
THE NATIONAL CONGRESS, _on the retired list of the army with the rank
On Monday morning until 9, the current ofhu- ‘and pay of general.
The pension
bill was
reported, appropriating 848,000,000 fr army
manity on Pennsylvania avenue streamed west
pensions
and
$1,100,000
for
navy:
penSions.
A
toward the Treasury, State, War, Navy and
bitl was reported
for the establishment of
~ other offices of - the Government. From 9 until lines ‘of mail steamers between this country
noon, the'tide flowed the’ other way toward
and South Anierican, Mexican
and trans.
Pacific ports.- The Secretary of War submitthe Capitol, and at’12 o’clock the fifty or more
ted estimates aggregating $5,133,000 for initial
dopr-ways and entrances to the two houses,
improvements of the Mississippi fiver and ‘its
‘Were blockadéd by a mass of beings, each entributaries.
In the Senate, a resolution was ’offired pro’ deavoring to attain to a taller stature than his
viding for the taxation of legal tender notes
immediate and more fortunate neighbor in
at a Tate not exceeding the tax on gold and
front. The galleries presented the usual pansilver. A bill was introduced for the admisi
of a national audience; furs and feathsion of Dakot« into the, Union, and another
wus passed providing for the sale of the rehats and ribbons, eager faces and moving
figures, while upon the floor—the arena of so L mainder of the Otoe and Missouri Indians in
Kansas and Nebraska.
many congressional ‘combats—the, scene was
The principal subject of debate
in the
the old one of many aspects. Most of “these
House was the proposed joint
rule, known
as “the Morgan resoluiion®; which relegates to
greeting statesmen had 2 history in the late
Congress authority to receive and count the
exciting campaign. Let us look in upon the Upelectoral votes for President and Vise Presi
per House. Did you mark that irresistible figure dent.
that came springing. down the aisle and so
The Senate adjourned Thursday, gE the
House Friday, until Monday.
heartily grasped. the hand of Georgia’s fiery

Senator? These two are the most antagomistic spirits'in the Senate. Did Blaine, at that
moment, think of his crushing denunciation of
the monstrous stamping-out of Republican majorities in Georgia ? or, did Hill fail to recall
the fact, that, ‘‘ he would not reason from any

principles set up by the Senator from Maine!”
Senator Bruce, urged so strenuously for a
cabinet position

by

thé

colored element,

on

behalf of 24,000 colored voters in New York
was carried by less than 22,000 maj.), moves
among his peers with native dignity, but soon
7 joins his ‘wife in the gallery. It has been stated,
that this Senator’s wife speaks five or six languages with fluency and correctness.
Time

is telling upon some of these «ageing
It was

an

almost

palsied

arm

Senators.

and

languid

smile that met sturdy Beck’s powerful: hand

The

The

Monday

Lecture

the

one

into communication by our senses;
other we come

to their names.

The President’s message was

fixed, uuchangeuble

of being.

and

pleted

‘There is no poifit

in

in
.

apthe
aad
-and
At

1p. M., all proceedings were

and

suspended

the Executive message read. Members followed its perusal from their printed copies quite
closely at first; but gradually one Democrat
after another, as the President proceeded with

the defense of his administration,
the

lobbies, and

many

departed for

that were

left,

wrote

letters, or joined congenial friends and conversatienal groups.

At its conclusion, 50 members were
but

seeking

the announce-

ment, by Mr. Briggs, of the death of his ‘col-

Poor

Ireland.

The condition of Ireland at the present moment is pitiful indeed, and the British government has much to answer for owing to.its de-

lay in establishing the needful reforms.

i

»

pointed chief signal
Meyer, deceased.

officer in

to purchase

>

'M. Anderwent has been elected president of
the Swiss confederation. PY

. colored exodus

from

the Southern

States:

“ effected in every county¥n

Next year will und wbtddly’

the

‘Govern-

cotton

mark

States,

a very im-
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. POTAELY movement in this direction,
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York~— Bowie, Dash

been’ sesured

By the explosion of the boiler

in

the

delayed and suffered ‘seriously
by
terrific
storms af sea within the past two weeks.
Genersl 0’Connér, of South

Carolina,

says

Senator Ben Hill says it ought-io pass
“but much depends upon Garfield

and

Co.—bave

failen

New

to be imperative. /

ing a scheme ‘fur the

with | laws.
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ITs

Be

EVERY

FAMILY.

We want Agents, Dealers and Peddlers, to take
hold at once. It will sell readily duties the whole
year, but is a Bonanza for Fall and Winter ‘work.
ers, We make an extraordinary offer when we
agree ta take back all goods unsold of first order, |
but we make it so, in order to give ‘Agents a
chanceto test the business without taking any. |
risk of loss. ‘We have live, pushing Agents, maka8 much as §75 a week, and any one with any

a
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will sell by being shown, and Tequire no taikin
‘up—it seils on its merits.
We will send full
articulars free, or sample of goads for 40 cents.
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not sell, as $3.00 worth of goods will start you, and
you can return them if you fail to sell them. Any
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Do
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fairto good, ..iveemeeeses MW
Dairy packed, choice......coiuvainanaies 24
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Brick’
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more than ‘a

day
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* The mah who wrote a * Fool's Errand’ coul
not be Builty of poor work if he tried
6000."
reriiar litterary brick, with
straw or ities
. Since the days of:Swift and
his Jmphl mers, we doubt if -fiction” has been
made to play so caustic and delicate | pars,”
San Francisco News-Letter.
* The mostexalted expectations will be entire.
BETTER. 4Ix satisfied by this remarkable and
delightful book. Its" destined to.
take even a deeper hold upon Publie sympathy
than the work already famous. . . . . A story not:
only of thrilling interest, but which appeals to the
(oephst and purest sentiments of Rumanity. LI
Examiner and Chronicle.

Considered with: ef
noe to its interest as a,
‘story, the book is
n advance of ‘ A Fool
Errand.’
"—N, Y Boeing Post.
is.
* The characters are real creations of romance,
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“ Get this extraordina
once.”— Christian ddeocale, boot
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TOURGEE'S HISTORICAL BOOKS,

A FOOL'S ERRAND. Cloth, 361 pp. $1.
STRAW.

12mo.

Cloth, 521 pp., Frontispiece ill., $1.50.

FIGS AND THISTLES. A Romance of
the North-west. 12mo, Cloth, 538 Pp-»
~ with frontispiece illustration.

$1.50.

Sold everywhere, or mailed, postpaid, by

FORDS, HOWARD & HULBERT,
27 Park Place,

New

York.
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APRIL 1, 1881,
A $500. PEASE & (C0. PIANO.
EST. who will ro alongside of Mrs. Bowes
2nd ¢“
A$300 ESTEY & CO. ORGAN.
3d
¢“ . A S100 GOLD WATCH
or oN alge Sontt’s ibe times that
them hirth have
Th
¢“
A$100 SEWING MACHINE.
forgo
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to many reade
wil add. its own zest to the
These gifts will be made as follows: The Agent
book
=-Advance,
Chicago.
IO
the largest amount of goods
Hor | to
April 1st, will receive first Si
sacond
*“ The interest begins with the first chapter’ and
receiving second gift, &c.,
Begin at once gh 3 Jncreses with every page to the end.”—Alban
y
secure one of these gifts. fo. terms and full particulars, address,
.
rene alicasy amd keennesa of its satire are
WELCOME BURNER MANF'G CO.,
leerto Buying within the range of my knowl.

875
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DairyN. ¥. fall made. «weve

dell, Mass. 8even persons were killed, including tke proprietors of the mill, and two others
were badly injured.
x

2 good many trans-Atlantic steamships were

DAY

52 C.

of a portable

The Vermont Legislature has passed a bill
declaring any place where liquor shall be sold
or given away or gambling allowed a nuisance,
and making the kee
iuble to fine . and imprisonment.

a Life was Saved,” give

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., HESERAL AGENTS,

Cory. Yellow and extra do. 67 @ 67%c; High
Mited WX @67c;. No 2 Mixed, 65% @66¢c; Seamer
64@
OATS. Extra white, 52 § 53c;. No 1 White, 51 @

Sir:

steam-mill on a timber lot in the town of Wen-

the solidity of the South is passing away,

It sells every day and gives uni-

Our book, “ How

which. way
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Smite
END
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BURNER
Street,
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unique and beautiful CHRISTMAS

ISE,

CO,

Pittsburg,

new,

EXER-

and also tor sample of
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BEANS. Pea, Northern, H. P, ¥ bu. $§180@ $1
90; Pea, Western, H. P hi 75 @ 1 85; Pea, Western,
Three judges of election have ois indicted | common to goud 160 @ I 70; Me um, choice hand
picked 1 70g 175; Medium, choice screened 165
in Virginia for refusing to receive votes at the
@ 170; Meuium, commign togood150@ 160; Yellate election.
low Eyes, choice 190 @200; Yellow
Eyes, im-

RARE OFFER for 60 Yoyo,

Until Feb. 1st, we will send to.any address
_The Greek Chamber of Deputies has voted | proved 20 8210; Red Kidneys 1 75.81.90...
A Splendid Imitation Gold Watch and
PEAS.
Canada, choice,
¥ bu, $1 00 8110; Can- |
Chain
for $8.00. A $10 Seven Shot Gold
about $8,000,000 for naval and military supads, common 80 @ »5c; Green
Peas, Northern
Mounted
Revolver, for $3. 5.
A ComA choice collection of Christmas Music. We have
1008 135; Grecn Peas, Western 150 @ 175.
plies.
.
plete
Set
of Shakespyze’s Works, Handalso printed two styles of GIFT CARDS with the
POTA10ES.
Aroostook ‘Roe, ¥ bu., 60c; Maine
somely
Bound,
and
Illustrated,
for
$3.00.
words, ** Your Superintendent wishes you a Merry
Central Rose 65¢; No thern Rose 50 abbe; Prolifics
The United States Grand Jury at Hartford
Christmas and a Happy New
Year”
Letters,. 2 Union Square) Jewelry Casket, contain55¢; Peerless 50 a b5¢; Sweets, Norfolk, ¥ bbl 175
ing
20
pieces
of
Beantifal
Jewelry,
for
bas refused to find indictments against Capt.
Designs, Emblems, &e., for Christmas and New
@2 00; Sweets, Jerseys 2 26 @ 250; Chenaugoes,
for. $1.
Four Sets (ull different} of
BeauYear's Mottoes, suppiied at a reasonable price.
49a 50¢.
Young, of the Narragansett, and Captain Nye,
_tiful
Ion
an
Jewelry,
for
65
cents.
Or we
Send stamp for circular,
ld
Bed, ¥ bbl, $300.8325; White 3508
of the Stonington steamer. This may be just. The
will send all of the
ve articles for $12.00.
HOWARD GANNET,
public derived the impression at the time of the
2t50
Tremun} t Temple, Boston. * ‘3oods sent €. O. D. when $2.00 of Je $ amount ts
CRAXPERRIBS. Country, ¥ bbl, Go 8 500;
sent with the'order, to insure goodfa
disaster that the company had much the larger’ Cape $5 50 @ 6 50
- Order at once.
iS
un
share of the moral guilt of it.— Tribune.
GREEN APPLES.
Choice, ¥ bbl.; $125 a 1387;
Common 75 @ 1 00¢
U.S. MANUFACTURING CO.
* Pres. Hayes stated in his Message that the
DRIED APPLES. "Southern, quartered, ¥ b..4 @
415)
Pittsburg, Pa.

British Government “was willing to grant
indemnity for daméges by the outrages on
American fishermen in the Bay
last summer, and it is reported

dissatisfaction
‘consequence.

exists

4c;
Southern,
sliced
4%
ution
4%
Bc; New York,

of Fortune
that much

Newflfundland

94

__in,

A company has been formed in British Col-

Dayton, Ohio, who have issued a bandsome
volume, entitled * The Pictorial History of the
World,” by James D. McCabe; » well known
‘historical writer.
This work will, undoubt-

edly, take rank as a stapdard history, It}
contains a separate and aduftiably writen his.

tory of every nation of ancient and modern

times; and is full of valuable information con-

10c;

Kvaporated, good ¥ 8 Bic.

HAY AND STRAW.

+

SPRINGFIELD,

THE

.

Hay, Eastern and

Northern,

Rye Straw 26 00 @28 00; Oat Straw $1000 @ 12 00.
POULTRY
AND
GAME. . Northern—Chickens,

choice 13 @

14c; Northern,
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to
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14 75 8 (500;

Western

extia

C lear, 18

@
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NEUTRAL.

livivus intelligence.

Agricultural matters are ful-

THE

MORNING

TAR

¥ treated, particularly those that are local to New
England, and market reports are published with
TrrMS: $2.00 per
special referenceto the information of farmers.
LiL20 if Paid within, the
ew Englanders both at home and Abroadgind | ingen
2
.50 if not.
THE WEEKLY REPUBLICAN a valuable assis
and Hide in muintaining their acquaintance with
Fir
ci md we wil send
“public affairs and thelr knowledge of the growth
three months on trial
and condition of the older * tates of the Union.
SUBSCRIPTI N, $1.50 a year; in clubs of 10 or of payment on
8 paper,
more, $1 25
cn
allow it to be in arrears
+ ALE BER IAL, CASH COMMISSION
The Star is not¢ disookitinued 1
To Jostmasters and others acting as

The firs
thirty.

CONTAIN

Serial Stories,

5p Hs

6,000 ACENTS@
ANTED Tpio new 2a. =F

: BEEF." Western mess,¥ bbl.,$950@ 1000; Western extra, 10 50 g 11 00; Extra plate, 11 00 @ 11 50.
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The Weekly edition of the SPRINGFIFLD REPUBices is a comprehensive and intelligent review|
rican Hfe from week to week, taking du
oF
a8 well of all important events and mo,
ments elsewhere: throyghout the world. Its su
maries of news are prepared with great care, spe. |
cial attention being given to the presentation of
hy viz
od
:
New England néws. Its editorial articles discuss ofa
broadly End with Indoyendsnes a wide range of
Bia
sos
or
“
Japies; pal iteal, social,
literary, - scientific and
its correspondence is of Suaunly Js
characler, embracing regular
New York, Washington and other centers of inter.
Lovel » Fancy Cards,
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ant, Now
est in this count
and: abroad.’
uent stories
IEGhrorss Cords, EE .
8 Hvisted,
and choice selections of original of quoted Roctry
poe
assua, N. Y. .
B ilu
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iveness. Awd
ad bi, a column of re-

Toyse, pair 10 8 125¢;

wa clear, 1500 @ 18 50; Boston backs, 1900

Is, a |

[Established in 1824 by Samuel Bowles. ]

Quail, '¥ Guzen 75 & 1 00.
PORK. Extra prime,¥ bbl, $12 50.7 18 0v; West.
ern mess,

MASS,

ENGLAND

INDEPENDENT—NOT

1air 10 a

12¢; Northern, Fowl8 @~1to; Northern, Turkeys,
choice 12 8 le; Common to fair 8 @ 10s We: tern
Turkeys choice 10 0% Chickens 10 @ j2c; Purtridges,¥ pair 70 @

NEW

NEWSPAPER.

¥ ton—Choice, coarse $2300 @ 24 00; Ordinary $20
00 @ 22; Fine $18 g 20; Swale Hay 1200 @ 1300;

umbia to establish a steam floating fishery, to
follow rus, fish from river to river and can

|

The Weekly Republican
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York,
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astern and Northern,quurtered 1% a5%¢; Eastern
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of * The
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Usonun b. LATHROP, author

orad Sto ST awthome”; W. H. bisnor, au.
D. flowsLLs, author of
he
“
Lady
L igof the Bet “The Undissov-

n, and NEY James, Jr. author of
rhe American,”
an
The Europeans,” ote.
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to ayents furnished on application.
imen copies free

Short Stories snd Sketches,

THE

Br HARRIET BERCHER STOWE, T. B. ALDRICH,

SARAH ORNK J» WETT, CONSTANCE FENIMORE
WOOLSON, MARK TWAIN, ROSE TERRY COUKE.

A

Essays

8pec-

Morning Paper of Large
Circulation.
" Seventy-five cents a month; $9 a year.

Address THE REPUBLICAN,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS,

N.H CCN.

si, 0 2

not

expires for which it is paid unless
quest it;’ and it is discontinuedw

the time:
persons reit has-

been more than one Jot in bath

after

notice and time shall have been given.

DAILY REPUBLICAN,

First-Class

On
, historical and soctat Bub,
by Sox apical int BEuWARD KVERETT
Lk,
on the social, polit.cal und religious ‘1.fe
‘the|
world in the timeof Christ;
WiLL M M. RosBETTI. on * The -Wivea of the Poets”; JOHN
FisKE on ** The Barly Culture, Myths and FolkLore of our Aryau Ances'ors”;
R.L., DUGDALE,
os Sumo
. on * The’ Relat ‘n of Society to Crime.”

the Star

Dost Business College
« in New England. Send

6 to New Ham ton Cofimereial
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Travel Sketches
|

Io Norway, | iy H. H.,and by excellent writers |
ou ‘other picturesque lands and Interesting people.

Whatever else you

MEREDITHS PO RET IINER

Discussions of Living Questions :
in politics, education, industry
and relikion by |
persons specially qualified ol Fro

oughly and
THE

in an uwpartisan spirit.

ATLANTIC

furnishes its

them

readers

course of tha yeur as much reading as 4s
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fj \V1OUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON: FOR 138|

ed in Twenty Ordinary Volumes 01.300 puges each.
Miscellaneous.
ox
TERMS : $4.00 a year in advance, postage free;
serivutly ji — Mr. Soompese; ‘Secretary
35 cents a uuwmber,
superb iife-size p. trait
The law enacted bythe Massachusetts LegFirst, Because the author,ri aa Preaidont of the Boston 8: 8. Union, and leader of a lath.
of Longfellow, Biv, ily
hittier, Lowell
or.
_islature reducing the penalty for drunkenness| tion is desired.
hs Yhouernd teacher-, meeting wee ly in Tremont Temple, Boston, has shown his ability to
The book is 8a complete treus- Holmes, $5.00; wih two portraits $6.00; ‘with ) of
four volumes of convenient
supply
what
teachers want. Second, Because these Notes are to be
‘three
portraits,
$7.00;
with,
jour
portraits,
$9.00;
"| hus operuted to the disadvantage of the State. ury of history, and there -is not.a question that .
with ub five portraits, $9.00
J size fur the pocket, with aA Cava, ondpuflislent strc ngth. and touxhness ff thres months’ wear, Pri oo
in that the number. of eases bas increased
for
the
year
OME
DOLLAR.
Sin
irty
Cents
each.
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Scripturey Ta
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vol
8
1
can be asked concerning any historical subthe fncressein Boston alone 1a 8ix months be.
Jetson is printed in ful, ou will
wa he numbers
November and
December
find a a great heip in we.
{hn le:
Jeet,
bur
an
answer
to
it'can
be
found
in
this
ng
2821"
and
the
cost
lo
the
State
buy
beou
wil
be
sent
freeto
a
l
new
subscribers
for
"ME
Ar|
re
work. The author does not content himself LaNTIC Jor 1800 who remit before December 20).
oy
Figrida was re
"of Den-acn
rody | about $260,000.. ~
Kemi tances should we m.de, b; oun order,
y ni Bt Five firemen were
with a mere dry statom- nt of facts,, but sketehThere are 15000 known professionnl thieves
crufl, or registered Ii Fn
y
,
in - London—300 SBosk.than the whole polive es the life and manners of the various nations

$1,400,000 hiabi

‘is

&

in

must be suppres.ed before reform is bygun, It
had been hoped that the agitation wou'd not
{ ussume tht propo) tion which shou'd make co‘| ercion necessary, but such 4 course now. seems

to good. eatin syns inna 660

vues 2eoveresiorass

Oat Meal, fancy
Buckwheat, ¥

exploring expedition is

Permanent peace has
Argentine Republic.

Decatur; IIl.—“ Your Pad is

good here.
b

$1.5

650

Michigan. cesseetsssiininaniistiansnnasd 55
@
IndiaDReeceseasssrrans sesesshiasvssnvans 53048
Jusois ents averassarsitnesrstvasss reef 825 8
St. Louis..v..onuusee
625 8
rm aonl ¥ boi.
a veave
«280 @

abol-

commanded by

DR. ‘A. J, STONER,

show

blows; so do ¢ Bricks, WITHOUT Straw”

when the gale is high.
How strong
the wind of popularity is blowing in the
direction of Judge Tourjee’s new book
bearing the above title is indicated by
“the fact that the book, issued six weeks
ago, with
an initial edition of 25,
000 copies, is now in its forty=fitth thone

history of this new discovery, and a large rocord ©
remarkable cures sent free. Write for it. Address,

subscription |

DISor. ssesmravessacsntnens 50@

Oat Meal, common to

about to be undertaken,
Allen Young of England.

evictionof tenants by the landlords, on account
of non-payment
of rents, continues
under
most deplorable circumstances.
The latest
case reported is that of an aged sick man in
county Wicklow, who died as the offi :ers were
ying him across the threshold
of his cabin,

be adopied towards Ireland will be. first. coercive, the grounds taken being that rebellion

It is sold by

OlliOiserasnsssnssss beanies tel

ished.

The

monstrations of the Land League occur, sre
afraid to enforce the law to
to preserve order.
There hav
enn bol many conflicts be-

a copy.

Patents, common

The Chinese professor at Harvard college
has a son—who is believed tobe only the second Chinese child born in this country.

“There has long ‘bee
great and widely felt
want
©
ta
Bisiy
of
"the
World suitable for
ment $40.000, with the most inadequate results tween the sutho
nd the £.e gu: rs,in some’ generaF a." “This want is now being supplied
cuss with fatal res
It ‘18 reported ‘that
that ever came from any similar proceeding.
Premier Gladstone as summandd:; Parlin | by. The Nations! Publishing Co., of Phila
This fleeing from wrong is not done yet.
Itis
“ment
the trouble, 80 ciitionl is the’ deiphia, Pa., Chicago, Ill, St Louis, Mo.
, and:
J, well known here, that fre
are being issue, toand.dealit isWith
said that the policy which will
cost the

inthe narrative. embracing: |,hi

Minnesota
and Wisconsin, fancy..... d208
iio
WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, choice. os ae oabs
enn gies B76 @

Canal scheme amounted-on Rhursday to—some$8,000,000
.

Antarctic

t,

¢ Straws

have in:15 years.”

Boston Produce Report.

Minnosoin,

Subscriptions in this country to the Panama

A new

pve
re soy som Fer metus

efnbellished

Boboriediby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
beans, dried Spples, &c. Cellar No 38
nT Market, Bos
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Nov. 11, 1880.
‘SPRING WHEATS.
FLOUR.
Western superfin
$375°@ 400
aon extras. covereenees “evess
a8 47
eases ssssavesvscinsvesnisasndi) 8 515

eight persons, some, it is feared, fatally.

is to be

ARY ORGANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM.
CIIAS. DAVIS, 184 Myrtle Street, Boston:
“ :
have now used DaY’s KIo¥2Y PAD thirty days, and it has
done ne more good than any remedy I ever tried.”
R. BISHOP, Spencer, 0.—* The doctors had given
me up with what they called Dright’s disease, and twg of
your Pads have entirely cured me.”
LARIMORE & DEAN, Drugglsts, Niles, Mich.
«(30 years in business)—*‘Day’s KIoNEy Papls having a
large sale and gives better general satisfaction than auy
remedy we ever sold.” ©
OASPER WEITZEL, Policeman, Lancaster, Pa.

THE MARKETS.

at Salem, N. Y, became
wife, murdered her and

Flogging in the British navy

book j

Bricks.

riba
BLADDER, TURIN

only, and Mr. Benj. Adams, the general agént '
for this section, is now canvassing for it.
1st Gir,

000,000; assets, nominally $2,000,000.
A man of seventy,
jealous of his young
took his own life.

The

For Diseases
SHnesb
of the

personages with which it abounds. .
- The price is so low that ev ery, one can afford

place of General

B. G. Arnold &Co., tea and coffee SPOTS,
New York, have failed. Liabilities, over $1,
I

:

were made at cost of over $25,000. The great
number and high character of these engravings
make this the most valuable art publication of
the century.
We cannot too highly praise the
numerous and beautiful portraits of historical

A GREAT HISTORICAL WORK,

5. 5
i: The last bill on that account

&

These engravings are genuine works of art, and

A cyclone in Missouri damaged a great del
of property and fatally injured several persons.
General William B. Hazen has been ap-

bu-

the forms and the realities.
The things which
are Been, are passing by Jike a swift panorama,
ever Shanging, ever fading, ever decaying;
but the things which are not seen ubide forever. Which db you care for most? Are you
iistaking shadows for gedlivies, Sot realities
for shadows?”

80

(battles and other historical scenes; portraitsft
For sale by a
i or sent by mail (free of postage)
of the great men of aneient and modern times,
on receipt of the price—Regular
Pad, $2.00; Special Pad
and views of the principal cities of the world.
(éxtra size); $8.00; Child's Pad (for incontinence of uz

The Irish harvest this year is described as
the best known for more than a generation.

the

defined by the words phenomenal und actual ;

events recorded

the fish on board the vessel.’
and whose body was left by the roadside.
A child in New Philadelphia "who hasbeen
the confusion, and the House out of respecito Such inhuman acts cannot fail to be punished
living’ nearly a year in a petrified condition,
the memory of the deceased, adjourned quietly
by the irate peasants. The Land League is
died 8 few’ days since.
‘at 8.45.
’
constantly increasing iz nuntbers and power|
A USELESS POLITICAL SQUABBLE.
Boston is to have an immense natatorium,
and is executing its vigorous measures, with a
It would seem that the Democrats will not Ey
lew to compelling the land owners to change comprising two fresh-water tanks, one for
oF can not Keep their bands off from the elecmule and the other for female bathers, and
their intolerant course. Among the means em-w third filled with salt water.
toral count question. On Tuesday, a joint resployed is that known as ** Boycotting,” Wale
olution was offered in the House, for counting consists in laying siege to the residence of
Diphtheria is alarmingly prevalent in New
the electoral vote; the Republicans saw at landlord. The priests are now joining the York and Brooklyn, having caused 113 deaths
once its partisan tendency ‘sid ddnger, and movement in large numbers; they exhort in a single week.
promptly fought its immediate passage down, ‘against using violence. Parnell and his associ. Gov. 8t. John, of Kansas, says that out of
The method
as it now stands, provides, that ate agitators are making incendiary speeches,
the 40,000 negro refugees who have reached that
the vote of the two Houses shall be necessary denouncing and defying the government, pend- State from the ‘South but 500 are now receiving
10 reject the vote of a State which is disputed. ing their trial for seditionary conduct. : Parnell
uid from relief associations, although nearly
This new .device confers the power bey
declares that the Land League revolt caxnot be . all ure dis'itute when they arrive. He believes
House, to reject the electoral
vote of a State, “put down until two great ends hive been work- many of them would return South if guaranteed freedom and Protection.
* This would be unconstitutional, as it modifies
ed out, Ore of these ends is distinctively agraexisting laws, and is not in the nature of a rian: ¢ the tiller of the soil must become its |.
bill, which should go to the President .for ap- owrer;” and the other is
icul : * the countproval or disapproval, as provided by the con- ry mast recover its legislative indspendence”,
stitution. General Garfield: was elected and A few weeks ago he wus content to warn the ‘THR PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
will be inaugurated # he lives. Two weeks’ peasantry Sais occupying or allowing anyembracing full and autbeutic accounts of evto
»y farms from” which tenants had |
ery nation of ancient and modern times, and
time will be wasted at the holiday season now one
been evicted,
and also aguinst paying any rent
inciuding a History of the rise and fall of the.
at hand, and the middle of Junusry wil hard- which might seem to them unreasonable. The - Greek
and Roman Empires,
the growth8f
ly findsthese gentlemen settled down to solid consequences of his present ill-advised course
the nations of Modern Europe, the Middle
ure
bul
natural;
us
a
contemporary
says,
he
is
:
, the Crusades, the Feudal System,
work.
oA
sowing the wind, and bis fellow-couairymen
the Reformation, the discovery and setileTHR EXODUS.
jn
are already beginning to reap the
whirlwind.
ment of the New World, ete., ¢tc.,by James
There will be no more investigation of the ‘The magistrates, in the disiricts where toe deD. M¢Cube...
5 2%
league, Mr. Evarts W. Farr, of N. H., cut short

*

|
|

the Speaker’s eye at once,

The hostile feeling between Turkey and Per-

its reading
p

In the House, 227 out of 203. miembers
peared upon the floor.
After prayer by
chaplain, which occupied just one minute
a halt, that body proceeded to the jargon
activity so peculiar to its deliberations.

very best quality.

Parliament etre Thay;

sia is said to be increasing.

condition

of finality

and

with’ over 650 fine engravings, ‘ustratiog the

A locomotive backed into a street car at
Chicago, overturned it and badly injured

mfin existence.
However high we may climb,
there will aiways be a higher summit, left |
.unscaled; som«thing new to be learned, some .
Mrs. Hayes, looking down from the exetuloftier attainmentto be reached.
And, if we
tive gallery, may have thought, as these rest- Fe. lo reiain our personal identity ,—without
which
immortality
woud
no
be
a
gift worth
less Senators straggled off to the cloak- -rooms
taking,— those whom we haye~known and
‘during its reading, that her husband’s public
loved here we know ‘and love » bereafter.
4Jnessage was not properly appreciated; but
As I understand . the
matter, ‘the distinction which separates the Seen
from
the
the President's wife is something of a diplo‘Unseen,
is
not
determined
by any supposed
mat herself, and undoubtedly knows that this
differentatignof\ spirit from matter.
1 .do not
i
of form, and that these impatient
hp ww that any: ‘distinct line, dividing the two,”
—hot— know
ill'dissect
and study. it more free-|¢
where it runs,—but the distinction is best
ly “at their firesides and homes.

received at 1.30 and occupied
‘one hour and a half.
3

The- Canadian

come

by

trying to reduce
8

The French Government
proposes to sell
the crown jewels, 8as possessing no historical
value.
It is hoped to realize
000,000 francs
by their sale, and the proceeds will be devoted
to SStoaing and improving the
tional museums.

with the

into communication

in Montreal,

The U. S. life-saving service/reports 800 vessels wrecked during the past Year, of which 67
were wholly lost, but of the 1,989 persons on
board those vessels all but nine were saved,

The

we

of mosey.

cent. interest on deposits, are
the rate to 3 per cent. *

which sre unseen are eternal. Nothing
seen but forms, and #hese are by-.very
transient and changeable, The’ sub- 4
of these forms is indestructible. We
two worlds,—one’ temporaf’ and the
eternal,—the world of forms and the
With

is a plethora

‘Canada, and the banks, which now pay 4 per

Seen is the type and symbol of the Unseen,
and that which is seen is temporal, whiie the

‘world of realities.

times,

ing aur historical knowledge. This work offers
the best. means of obtaining the information the
people need. Itis eompact, easy of reference,
and strictly accurate, and presents to the reader a mass of information --respecting ancient,
medieval and ‘modern history not to be found
in any other book.
=
The mechanical execution of the book deserves the highest
praise. It contains 1260
large double-column pages, printed in the clearest and most beautiful style on paper of the
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soul.
Material things are ther symbols
of
upen General Burnside’s shoulder, while Thurspiritual things, and we are able to xpress the
man, of Ohio, feebly waved that influenzied
latter only through the medium-of the former.
bandanna in answer to the vigorous flourish
| The next stage of existence will be simply the
of-Senator Windom’s handkerchief.
unfolding or. development of this
primary
Passing to the Lower House, there were seen stage of bedg.
There is no arbitrary line
the men, who hud abused each other in the
separating the temporal from the eternal; the
one passes over into. the other by natural,
acerbilies of pelitical contentions, that now
orderly law. The chunge induced by death,
mingle together in sweet communion.
The
+-cannot in any way effect our personal entis
Victors did not boast and the vanquished were
ty. We must retain a memory of the past, snd
in good temper.
There were congratulations
the consciousness of possessing the same mentul and moral qualhties,. by which
we ar
and gibex; there were condolements and felicindividualized here on earth. Neither is there
itations, and good nature abounded on ‘all
any propriety in speaking of the unseen world
sides.
as a * finnl state,” as if we bad entered upon a

" In the Senate, G6. of 76 Sehators answered

There

opened, this season, on the 6th / instant. by
Bishop Clark, of Rhode Island, who discussed
the question, ‘Are Matter and Spirit Identical? His conclusions were as follows:
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and the wars and quarréls of the nations of the
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ancient

makes them familiar to the reader; he explains

the secret motives of their actions, and" points
out the lessons which their lives teach. A valA boy in Charlestown, Mass. was accidentally
buried in a snow-house and sf hour afterwards uable feature of the book- is a full History of
the late War between Russia and Turkey.
was diseqvered dead. .
This is the only complete History of the
If the contemplated conselidation of the two. :
World in print, and:it should be read by every.
New York
mining boards is effected, the regu-intelligent person.
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